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PREFACE

The Commission for Agricultural Meteorology (CAgM), recognizing the importance of
managing diverse agrometeorological databases for both planning and operational activities in
agriculture, established a working group on agrometeorological data management at the eleventh
session of the CAgM. The terms of reference of this working group are:
(a)

To review and summarize the developments of techniques and methods to observe and
manage ground-based and remotely-sensed agrometeorological and agronomic data in
the mostly timely and efficient manner for application to agriculture.

(b)

To include computer-based data management systems such as CLICOM and other related
databases and software packages such as INSTAT in the review.

(c)

To make recommendations on suitable software packages for application to agriculture
and on their related training requirements.

(d)

To examine and compile the contents and scope of the data and products for current and
future requirements for application to agriculture in consultation with CBS as appropriate.

(e)

To submit annually information on the progress of activities and a final report to the
president of CAgM not later than six months prior to the next session of CAgM.

The Commission invited the following members to serve on the working group:
Or Raymond P. Motha, Chairman
Or H. Hayhoe, Rapporteur on Application of Multi-Process Models in Agricultural Meteorology
Mrs L. Leskinen, Rapporteur on Techniques/Methods of Ground-Based and Radar-Derived Data
Or 0. Virchenko, Rapporteur on Techniques/Methods of Remotely-Sensed Data
Mrs M. Bernardi, Rapporteur on CLICOM/INSTAT
Or B. Lee, Rapporteur on the Content and Scope of Data/Products.
Or A. Kleschenko was also an invited expert on Strategy for Improving Satellite System Utilization
by WMO members and the Manual of the CEOS Database on User Requirements and Space
Capabilities.
A meeting of the working group was held in Geneva, 14-17 April 1998, to review the draft
contributions of each rapporteur and to coordinate preparations of the final report. This final report
was compiled, reviewed and edited by the Chairperson and submitted to the President of CAgM.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
(Raymond P. Motha)

1.1

INTRODUCTION

This report on agrometeorological data management, presented to the twelfth session of
the Commission for Agricultural Meteorology, directs attention to significant improvements in
automated technology for data collection, analysis, dissemination and archival. Data requirements
for application to agriculture are numerous and varying considerably depending upon specific user
needs. Data products are derived from ground-based observations to satellite-derived estimates.
Information delivery systems are becoming more dependent on rapidly expanding electronic
communications such as Internet. As large volumes of data products become more readily
available, the efficient management of data in a standardized procedure is essential. This report
addresses some of the new techniques for data management applications to agriculture. Case
studies documenting innovative data management and information delivery systems are presented
as working examples.

1.2

SUMMARY

Data management is crucial to any scientific endeavour to allow a sound quality analysis
based on a firm foundation of data. Analytical results are conclusive only if quality data and
analytical procedures lend themselves to conclusive information.
In the field of agricultural meteorology, a diverse multi-disciplined array of data are
required for operational assessment and research study. Basic weather observations from station
networks in crop areas are essential for establishing a history of ground-truth measurements. This
report will present some of the new technology in automated weather observing and processing
as well as other necessary data that improve the density of the data observations. These include
derived estimates from more sophisticated radar and satellite technologies. lt is imperative that
proper consideration be given to these emerging and expanding technologies which offer data
products now and in the future to improve analytical assessments and research. The management
of these observed and derived data must be standardized to ensure effective applications.
Beyond weather and climate data are agronomic data and phenological information that
is a necessary requirement for statistical and dynamic modelling. These agricultural data must be
coded properly in a standardized format to merge with meteorological data. Multi-process
modeling techniques are also addressed in this report.
How information moves from the observer through data processing, analysis and
dissemination methodologies to the user community via automated technology is reviewed. The
ultimate importance of providing the right information to the end user cannot be overstated. Case
studies presenting examples of how innovative approaches are being implemented to ensure this
requirement are presented.
This working group report demonstrates the importance of data management in the
electronic age and illustrates procedures to address this essential task. Data management will also
be a crucial element of consideration with constantly evolving technology. Similarly, the
requirements of the user community must always be at the forefront of specifications.
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CHAPTER2
THE DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNIQUES AND METHODS TO EFFICIENTLY
MANAGE GROUND-BASED AND RADAR-DERIVED AGROMETEOROLOGICAL
AND AGRONOMIC DATA
(Lea Leskinen)

2.1

INTRODUCTION

An effective data management system includes a database, a system for data input and
quality control and a basic set of products. The database acts both as a data storage for observed
values as well as a source of data for different products such as reports or model applications.
Reports and models may require only limited data sets but for research and model development
purposes it is important to store all relevant observations. In agrometeorology daily observations
are sufficient for most of the applications. For research and model development more frequently
observed values are desirable.
Conventional agrometeorological observations have mainly been made manually. The
observer reads the instruments, makes the visual observations and notes the values on a form or
in a book. He may also transmit the values in coded form to national and international
telecommunication networks. If the network is operated by a computer the system may have been
programmed to collect the values and enter them automatically to the database.
During recent years many countries have started to replace manual observations with
automatic weather stations. Advanced technology is available and the running costs are relatively
low so that many NMSs are tempted to automate their weather observation network in order to
reduce the operational costs. An automated observation system also increases the efficiency of
data collection. lt makes more real-time data available for weather forecasting and daily decisionmaking. The quantity of data is increased but the quality of data demands great precision. The
calibration of instruments is important as well as the maintenance of the continuous operation of
weather stations.
Radar observations are mostly used for locating rainfall and to estimate its start and end,
together with intensity. lt is also possible to get radar-derived data on precipitation amounts
accumulated over one or several hours. Radar wind observations have been utilized mainly in
aeronautical weather services and in forecasting heavy weather phenomena like tornadoes or other
storms. The amount of raw data is enormous including scanning on several levels and normally
two to four measurements per hour. Results are normally stored as 1-2 km grid point values.
The database, including both ground-based and remote-sensed data, can be used to
calibrate the remote-sensed measurements and thus add to their usefulness in meteorological
applications.
The structure of the database needs careful planning. lt is important that the data sets are
limited to a certain number and that all sets have common links (key variables) to enable the
combining of data from different datasets.
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2.2

GROUND-BASED OBSERVATIONS

Synop observations are made every three or six hours. The main weather parameters
observed are:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

temperature at 2m height*;
relative humidity at 2m height*;
wind at 1Om;
cloudiness;
present weather; and
pressure.

The amount of precipitation is measured at 6, 12 or 24 hour intervals. Most of the observations
represent the temporary value of the weather parameter at the exact observation time at a certain
site. Synoptical observations have been planned to serve weather forecasting purposes and to
cover the requirements of numeric models. From the agrometeorological point of view, the most
important synop observations are temperature and relative humidity, clouds, wind and the present
weather.
Climatological observations are normally made twice a day and they include daily extreme
values as well as daily cumulative values. Typical extreme values measured are:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

maximum temperature at 2m height*;
minimum temperature at 2m height*; and
minimum grounded level temperature.
Cumulative values include:

(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

daily precipitation;
sunshine duration;
daily sums of radiation components; and
evaporation.

*A significant number of countries observe current maximum and minimum temperatures and dry
and wet bulb temperatures at 1.5m height.
Agrometeorological weather stations normally make both synoptical and climatological
observations. Additional agrometeorological observations include:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

temperature at 0.5m height;
relative humidity at 0.5m; and
soil temperature at different depths.

The measuring of solar radiation and its components is important. Evaporation can be measured
but it is often calculated by utilizing other weather parameters measured 3-hourly (synop).
Automated weather stations (AWS) can record hourly precipitation, its duration and even
information on its intensity. AWSs may have sensors to measure leaf wetness and the occurrence
of dew. As a new parameter, measurement of UV radiation values have lately been added to some
stations.

5
The observation interval depends on local interests. From automatic weather stations the
observations can be recorded even at 1-minute intervals but mostly hourly data is sufficient. lt is
common to process automatically 3-hourly synop messages and daily parameters from the hourly
observations.

2.3

RADAR OBSERVATIONS

The operation of a weather radar can be assimilated into a transmitter which produces
pulses of microwaves , and a receiver that is gathering part of the scattered and reflected signals.
The raindrops reflect the signals and their radar reflectivity is proportional to the diameter of the
drop. The rain rate is dependent on the size and distribution of the raindrops and on their falling at
different speeds. In convective clouds the vertical motions add to the complication of estimating the
real rain rate. For estimating rainfall by the use of radar, the relationship between the rain rate and
the radar reflectivity has to be determined. Observed precipitation can be used for the calibration
and verification of the radar-derived rainfall .
In agriculture, the most commonly used radar-derived applications are the images showing
current precipitation and the images of accumulated rainfall 1-24 hours (Figure 1). The current
radar images show the distribution and intensity of the rain and by comparing several successive
images it is possible to estimate the start and end of rainfall , as well as the trend of its intensity. The
radar images have taught us that clouds do not always move in a straight line. They may turn ,
intensify or die within a few hours.

Figure 2.1 Radar image showing the accumulated rainfall during the previous 6 hours

Radar measurements include several error sources which should be taken into account.
High trees, buildings or hills around the radar site may lead to total or partial radar beam blocking .
Attenuation due to precipitation can lead to a weakening or total loss of the echoes located behind
areas of heavy rain . Variability in the phase of hydrometeors (ice , melting ice, snow) and the
presence of large particles such as large hail may lead to false interpretations. Non-meteorological
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targets such as echoes from ground and sea, birds, insects and also second trip echoes, may lead
to interpretation errors.
The information included in radar measurements can be archived to a database in grid
format. A radar image can be divided to point values in one km grid. In each grid point all
measured data should be stored both as calibrated and as original values.

2.4

DATABASE STRUCTURE

The data management system is composed of:
(I)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

data input;
database;
quality control; and
products.

SAFETYSY~

INPUT
DATA

Figure 2.2

DATABASE

Elements of a data management system

In agrometeorology, the input data includes conventional meteorological observations,
special agrometeorological observations and agronomic data. All these data are site-specific and
respective information on the observation station or site must be included in the data management
system.
The input data will be entered in the database through key-entry forms, other data sets or
directly from automatic agrometeorological weather observation stations (Agro-AWSs). The data
entered through key-entry forms or from Agro-AWSs should be subject to primary quality control
(Figure 3). The data input procedure should include limits for all parameters and each value is to
be checked against these limits. The limit values can be defined by using the most extreme values
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ever observed for the parameter. The values which are not within the given limits will be flagged
and need to be checked before entering into the data base. This is to eliminate the major errors
in data.

. ....

Figure 2.3

'•

·.,

~

........... ........ ·-·· ..... ............ ...... . . ..... .

Sources for input data and primary quality control

If the data are imported from an existing meteorological database they would normally already have
been subject to quality control.
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An example of database structure where data is stored according to observed
weather parameters (CLICOM)
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Variable Parameter
name
Station-ID
STID

Type
Number

4

0-9999

DAYX

Date

Date

8

-

YYYYMMDD

RR

Daily precipitation

Number

4,1

-

mm

TMAX

Maximum temperature

Number

3,1

1 ... 999.9
-10 ... +50

oc

TMIN

Minimum temperature

Number

3,1

-10 ... +30

oc

TMEAN

Daily mean temperature

Number

3,1

-10 ... +25

oc

TGR

Minimum grass level
temperature
Daily sunshine duration

Number

3,1

-10 ... +30

oc

Number

3,1

-1 ... 24

h

Number

5

Number

3,1

SUN
RADGL
EVAP

Daily sum of global
radiation
Daily evaporation

Figure 2.5

Digits

limits

0 ... 50000
0 ... 50

Unit

Comments

No rain= -1

No sunshine
= -1

KJ/m 2
mm/day

An example of a database where the data is organized according to the
observation type (Oracle, DAILY OBSERVATIONS)
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CHAPTER 3
REMOTE SENSING DATA IN AGROMETEOROLOGYPRESENT AND PERSPECTIVES

3.1

3.1.1

THE DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNIQUES AND METHODS TO MANAGE REMOTELYSENSED AGROMETEOROLOGICAL AND AGRONOMIC DATA (Dr. 0. Virchenko)

Introduction

The period to be reviewed could be entitled "Improving and Spreading". lt means that there
were no revolutionary inventions such as vegetation indexes or "Tasselled Cap" (Kauth andomas,
1976). The number of attempts to replace the routine agronomic and agrometeorological
observations with parameters derived only from remote sensing data has decreased dramatically
but from time to time even the serious journals publish articles with corresponding promises
(Zablotsky, 1996). The reference to remote sensing data and techniques has become the
inevitable component of an agrometeorological paper (applications of remote sensing were
discussed in 26 from 48 reports submitted to "Yield forecasting seminar of FAO and WMO experts",
Villefranche-sur-Mer, October, 1994).
Scientists and researchers continue to design new and are improving old algorithms and
technologies in hundreds of projects throughout the world. Supercomputers and the simplest PCs
process terabytes of remote sensing images every day to prepare products being used by
agrometeorologists and in agriculture.
3.1.2

Remote sensing data processing

3.1.2.1 Access to satellite data
Solutions to the everlasting dilemma "What is better- centralized or decentralized remote
sensing data processing?" stride simultaneously in the opposite directions. The products derived
from remote sensing data in the large and well equipped centres ( NESDIS, CNES, AGRHYMET,
etc.) are of high quality, are available on a regular basis and in dozens of formats, but are too
expensive, especially for developing countries, particularly in the case of operational applications
(Ravelo and Sakamoto, 1997; Singh and Pariyar, 1997; Shili, 1996).
Progress made in the last few years in electronics, receiving techniques and cost/efficiency
of personal computers and workstations has resulted in the design and the development of
inexpensive equipment for receiving and processing remote sensing data.
FAO and WMO have launched some projects taking into account this new opportunity.
Within the FAO Global Information and Early Warning System (GIEWS) there is the Risk Mapping
Project aimed at the development of models to integrate satellite and agrometeorological data with
socioeconomic and nutritional information on the basis of GIS technologies (Bied-Charreton, 1997).
The objective of the project "System Definition and Development of a Computer Workstation for
GIEWS" was to develop a tool to better integrate images and graphic data with the satellite-based
ARTEMIS products and field agrometeorological data in the analysis and reporting process of the
G IEWS analysts (Bied-Charreton, 1997).
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The Working Group on Satellites of the Commission for Basic Systems WMO (established
in 1993) has conducted the project aimed at:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

developing guidelines (minimum performance specifications) for reception and display of
satellite ground receiving stations;
developing a project plan for low-cost and long-life satellite receiving stations; and
developing and preparing a publication implementation report on satellite ground-receiving
equipment in WMO regions.

The preliminary results of this project have been published in the form of WMO Technical
Document No. 660 (Xu, 1995). The strategic goal of developing small ground stations is to
systematically improve the use of satellite data over the next 10-15 years by spreading work station
availability in the member countries. The software for a data processing systems will support the
following principal functions (Xu, 1995): satellite orbit prediction, calibration and location,
meteorological parameter extraction and image processing.
There are different forecasts about the future of the decentralization. A particularly
expressive one, made by T. Cary, the past President of American Society on Photogrammetry and
Remote Sensing ( 1997) says "The further development of this activity could result that we each will
have our own antenna and ground receiving station".
On the other hand, the large centres diversify the spectrum of available products to meet
the growing demands from different categories of customers. A good example of such a type of
activity is the Satellite Active Archive (SAA) (Mairs et al., 1996). The SAA is managed by the Office
of Satellite Data Processing and Distribution (OSDPD), a component of NESDIS. The system
currently provides Internet access to data from NOAA's polar-orbiting satellites. The list of
available datasets is given in the Table 3.1 (Mairs et al., 1996).
NOAA intends to expand the capabilities of SAA to include data products derived from polar
platforms, data and data products from NOAA's geostationary satellites, as well as data from other
US operational environmental satellites. Another example is the Global Vegetation Index product
- the AVHRR-based dataset being used throughout the world for the last 15 years (Kidwell, 1994).
The NOAA and the NASA have initiated the Pathfinder Program to produce long-term
datasets that have been processed in a consistent manner for global change research. The
Pathfinder AVHRR Land datasets are global data mapped to an 8 km equal area projection. The
data consist of reflectances and brightness temperatures derived from the five-channel cross-track
scanning AVHRR aboard the NOAA Polar Orbiter 'afternoon' satellites (NOAA-7, -9, and -11),
along with derived NDVI, cloud and quality control indicators, and ancillary data. The data are
being produced from the NOAA Global Area Coverage (GAC) Level 1B data spanning a period of
more than 14-years (1981-1996) and is archived at the Goddard Distributed Active Archive Center
(DAAC). The full description of the data set is available at http://daac.gsfc.nasa.gov/DATASET_
DOCS/avhrr dataset.html
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Table 3.1

Datasets currently available in SAA

Dataset

Source

Sensor

Dataset
Spatial
Coverage

Dataset
Temporal
Coverage

Granule
Spatial
Coverage

AVHRR-LAC

NOAA 12 & 14

AVHRR

1 km

1.3.94 to now

4-corner
point

AVHRR-GAC

NOAA 12 & 14

AVHRR

4km

1.3.94 to now

orbital
swath

AVHRR-HRPT

NOAA 12 & 14

AVHRR

1 km

1.3.94 to now

4-corner
point

TOVS-HIRS/2

NOAA 12 & 14

HIRS/2

20 km

14.6.95 to now

TOVS-MSU

NOAA 12 & 14

MSU

110 km

14.6.95 to now

TOVS-SSU

NOAA 12 & 14

ssu

150 km

14.6.95 to now

The dataset contains the following parameters:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)

NDVI;
clouds from AVHRR flag;
quality check flag;
scan angle;
solar zenith angle;
relative azimuth angle;
Channels 1 and 2 reflectances;
Channels 3, 4 and 5 brightness temperatures; and
day of the year.

The other satellite operators (RKA in Russia, CNES in France, etc.) have realized the
importance of similar activities but their achievements in this particular sphere are more limited
(Zakharov et al., 1996)
As to the international projects and activity, in 1992 the International Geosphere Biosphere
Programme's Data and Information System (IGBP-DIS) began a 1 km land cover project (Loveland
and Belward, 1996). The final archive contents will include information about 17 classes such as
different types of forest, savannahs, developed lands and non-vegetated classes. The archive is
based on AVHRR data and will be used in IGBP core projects.
3.1.2.2 Improving the spatial resolution
The principal set and the sequence of procedures being run both in large centres and on
the small receiving stations are very similar. This means that the raw satellite image should be
converted into a set of physical parameters before extracting agrometeorological parameters from
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that image. Even the direct substitution of values from images into any calculation scheme
requires some corrections. The above set of procedures is well known and includes such
procedures as the problem of navigation, different types of corrections (geometric, radiometric,
radiation), cloud detection, etc. Only a few achievements relevant to agrometeorology will be
referred to.
In general the higher spatial resolution of a satellite image, the more useful it is for
agrometeorologists. But the real return time interval for resource satellites such as Landsat, SPOT
or Resurs is too long -from 10 to 17 days. Taking cloud contamination into account it is possible
to receive only one or two images of a particular site in a vegetation period. The return time
situation is much better for meteorological satellites but their spatial resolution is not sufficiently
high to resolve the small-scale spatial variability associated with agriculture. Recently several
papers have described new approaches for improving the resolution of digital images from
meteorological satellites.
Baldwin et al. (1996) presented the technique being used for processing Martian surface
imagery from the Viking Orbiter. This technique, based on Bayesian Maximum Posterior
Estimation (BMPE}, could be regarded as inverse computer graphics. In the graphics problem the
surface and lighting model is assumed known and the computer can create an "image" from any
particular viewpoint. For satellite data the authors solve the inverse problem - from the set of
images they look for the surface model that most likely generates that set. The surface model is
represented as a 2-D array of elevations and albedos, with Lambertian scattering from a known
sun direction. The BMPE algorithm essentially adjusts the model parameters until the fit between
the data (satellite pixels) and the expected values (model pixels) is to within the noise level. The
obtained results are impressive - the reconstructed resolution is increased from 1,1 OOm to 180 m.
lt should be emphasized that the terrain component used by the authors was precise enough - the
90m resolution Digital Elevation Model.
The other team (Reichenbach et al., 1995) achieved the same level in satellite image
resolution improving with a different technique- spatial convolution with small kernels. The idea
of the algorithm- the spatially unconstrained Wiener restoration filter based on the "continuousinput/discrete-image/continuous-output" imaging model. The authors assert that their kernel
support can be specified to subpixel resolution so that the kernel restores and reconstructs beyond
the Nyquist limit of the sampling lattice.
The international team from Russia and Germany (Zhukov and Oertel, 1996a) used a
system of classes obtained by classifying the data of a high-spatial resolution sensor as a common
basis for data representation. Signals of all other sensors were retrieved for these classes by an
inversion of a linear mixing model. The improvement of spatial resolution was fourfold - from 120
to 30m. The same authors showed that the spectral inhomogeneity of the classes and the retrieval
errors of the spectra could be expected within a few percent for the IS to MSS resolution ratio from
4-8 and within 10% for the resolution ratio from 4-8 {Zhukov and Oertel, 1996b). IS- imaging
spectrometer with a low spatial resolution, MSS - multispectral scanner with the high spatial
resolution.
The approach based on artificial intelligence achievements was used to detect small strips
or patches of woody vegetation (Foschi and Smith, 1997). The authors exploit methods of machine
vision and neural network. The result is less impressive than in the previous examples, but all the
above references testify to establishing the new and very promising (not only for agrometeorology)
area of investigation. If the movement from the research stage to implementation were successful
the corresponding procedures would contribute to overcoming ~he contradiction between spatial
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resolution and return time interval. Application of the above technique to the data from the
multispectral scanner with the cone swing (the MSK unit aboard the "Meteor" satellite) could yield
the "spot" quality images on any territory on the globe with only a day return time interval.
3.1.2.3 Atmospheric correction
The problem of any image corrections in general and the atmospheric correction in
particular is of great importance for remote sensing data processing, primarily to detect temporal
changes. There are several approaches to obtaining atmospheric parameters being used in
correcting procedures - from direct measurements to some seasonal models of atmosphere.
Unfortunately almost all such procedures were designed for use in national or regional centres with
the corresponding information and computer support. Chavez's paper (1996) is an attempt to
develop the ideal radiometric correction procedure based solely on the digital image and requiring
no in situ field measurements during the satellite overflight.
First of all the author applies the so-called "dark object subtraction method" to correct the
additive scattering effect. The basic assumption is that within the image some pixels are in
complete shadow and their radiances received by the satellite are due to atmospheric scattering.
To take into account some multiplicative transmittance effects the following equation is used:
surface reflectance

=p • ( Lsat -

Lhaze }

I ( tv • ( E0 • Cos(Z)tz + E.))

where
Lsat

= satellite radiance in wm-

Lhaze

=

tv

Eo

z
tz
E_

sr·1mm·1 after converting satellite-generated digital counts to
remove the gain and offset effects introduced by the imaging system;
upwelling atmospheric spectral radiance scattered in the direction of and at the sensor's
entrance pupil and within the sensors's field of view;
atmospheric transmittance along the path from the ground surface to the sensor;
solar spectral irradiance of a surface perpendicular to the sun's rays outside the
atmosphere;
the angle of incidence of the direct solar flux onto the earth's surface;
= atmospheric transmittance along the path from the sun to the ground surface;
downwelling spectral irradiance at the surface due to scattered solar flux in the
atmosphere.
2

=
=

=

=

The above model is still rough but the author considers it capable to removing nearly 90%
of atmospheric distortion. Naturally the author's figures should be confirmed by independent
sources but the approach is very useful, especially in processing and interpreting historical data,
for example, pictures from negative or positive films, slides and any other non-digital carriers of
space images.
3.1.3

Interpretation and parameter extraction from satellite data

3.1.3.1 Surface radiation budget
The importance of correct and accurate estimations of the surface radiation budget and its
components for agrometeorology is commonly recognized. A comprehensive and up-to date
review on the topic has been published recently (Nunez and Kalma, 1996). The following
conclusions belong to the abovementioned authors.
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Records of the components of the earth's radiation budget derived from satellite data are
not yet sufficient for long-term trend detection. However, significant progress is being made
towards developing global-scale climatologies for planetary albedo, surface albedo, solar irradiance
and net radiation. Satellite-derived radiation budget data are now linked to regional and largescale circulations and they are used for identifying seasonal cycles and general patterns of
variability. Major progress has also been made in the use of surface solar irradiance estimates for
crop yield prediction. Much of this progress is due to improvements in satellite coverage, advances
in satellite systems and greater diversity in the spectral sensitivity of satellite sensors. However,
the relatively coarse resolution of the geostationary and polar orbiting satellites used in deriving
surface radiation budget components place a limit on many regional and local-scale applications.
The example of applying net radiation to evaporation estimation is the empirical relationship
between daily totals of actual evaporation lv Ea and net radiation Q. which incorporates the
difference between remotely sensed ground surface temperature T9 and ambient air temperature
T a near midday or at the time of its maximum:

Here b is an empirical constant, and Q. and T 9 may be obtained from remote sensing. Nunez and
Kalma referred to the work of Seguin (1983), Lagouarde (1991) and Kalma (1991).
Some other examples of applications with full a description of assumptions and their limits
can be found in the above review.

3.1.3.2 Agrometeorological forecasts and monitoring
The simplest way to use information from satellites in agrometeorology is to calculate
regression between agrometeorologic or agronomic parameters and raw remote sensing data or
some parameters derived from such data (e.g. vegetation indices). There are many relationships
obtained for different crops, parameters, satellites and vegetation subperiods. As an example the
work of Cabezon and Taylor (1997) and Rossini and Terpessi (1997) should be mentioned. The
limitations of the scheme are the same as for regression analysis and when implemented correctly
the scheme produces results with satisfactory accuracy.
The next approach is based on utilization of crop growth simulation models. Figure 3.1
shows the available types of models and their relationships with remote sensing data. The figure
was taken from the review of Genovese (1997) but the author refers to IGBP Global Change
Report No. 20, "Improved Global Data for Land Applications", ICSU, Stockholm, 1992.
Details of some projects dealing with a particular crop or territory can be found in the works
of Pouls et al. (1997) Action IV of the MARS project (Bouman, 1997) regarding the use of remote
sensing data to steer or recalibrate some crop growing parameters, Clevers (1997) and Kleschenko
et al. ( 1996, 1997) on operational applications.
This very interesting and promising approach is based on the comparison of inter-annual
changes (dynamics) of some parameters (indices) derived from remote sensing data (Kogan,
1996). lt was used in the detection of abnormal and stress situations, e.g. droughts (Liu and
Kogan, 1996). The usefulness of this procedure increases with the simplification of access to
global satellite datasets.
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Figure 3.1

Space and timescale models for global vegetation studies in relation to information
provision by remotely sensed systems.

There are some very unexpected combinations of different techniques which give
interesting and useful results. The work of Price (1993) is a good example of such an approach.
The author develops the model on the basis of the two-stream approximation (first used by Kubelka
and Munk in the 1930s) with ''Tasselled Cap's" scatterogtam (Kauth and Thomas, 1976) to improve
the procedure of NDVI calculation (the most commonly used descriptor of vegetation). The result
is the application of the developed procedure to AVHRR data to estimate leaf area index.
Finally, the so-called "Inversion of models" should be mentioned. lt consists of three steps:
(i) take any existing model of light interaction with canopies or develop one (the number of the
model's parameter should be minimal); (ii) take any set of field or space measurements; and (iii)
select the model's parameters values so as to minimize the difference between calculated and
measured data. The real implementation is, of course, much more sophisticated.
Goel, who began corresponding studies in the early 1980s (Goel, 1990), is worthy of special
mention. At that time only 4-6 parameters could be estimated. Now researchers reach the level
of several dozen parameters, for example Liang and Strahler (1993) discuss and invert the model
with 34 parameters.
The indirect applications are based on meteorological data derived from remote sensing
data (for example, land surface temperature (LST), cold cloud duration (CCD), incoming radiation,
precipitation, evaporation/evapotranspiration, etc.) to be used in routine agrometeorological
procedures.
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3.1.3.3 Soil moisture
According to the last CEOS yearbook (p. 49) there are no real achievements in soil
moisture measurements from space. Of course the direct measurement of soil moisture from
space is difficult, taking into account the complications of analyzing the signals reflected from the
ground when using radars. Passive microwave sensors can also be used to infer information
based upon surface microwave emission, although the signal is very small. For both active and
passive sensors, a microwave signal is related to the soil moisture in the top few centimetres for
practical frequencies (for example, 1.4 GHz), except under very dry conditions. Until now a typical
paper on the topic under discussion consists of three parts: (i) soil moisture is of great importance;
(ii) a short description of the equipment used; and (iii) some classes can be distinguished. As a
rule the authors process only historical data. Some examples of such attempts follow.
The team led by Dr Shi (Shi et al., 1997) used L-band SAR image data to estimate bare
surface soil moisture and surface roughness. The data were collected in 1992. This is a quotation
from the authors' conclusion: "A reasonable agreement was found between the retrieved and
measured values. The rms. errors of the comparison were estimated to be 3.4% and 1.9 dB for
soil moisture and surface roughness parameters respectively".
The Russian researchers (Zotova and Krylova, 1997) analyzed the data from the 1986 and
1991 experiments. Their results were tabulated.

Table 3.2 Crop distinction on the basis of radar data
Type of

Number of

surface

fields

conventional units

Winter wheat

20

39.0 ± 16.0

3.1

Barley

27

44.0 ± 18.0

3.6

Rye

10

42.0 ± 17.0

3.4

Oats

4

42.0 ± 19.0

3.4

Beets

4

61.5 ± 25.0

5.1

Maize

29

38.0 ± 15.0

3.0

Sunflower

7

52.0 ± 20.0

4.4

Alfalfa

17

49.0 ± 17.0

3.5

Fallow

1

21.0 ± 7.0

0.4

Fallow with weeds

4

38.0 ± 15.5

3.0

103.5 ± 37.1

7.3

Forest

s of backscattering

I

dB
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The end of this paragraph is a suitable place to give the unofficial opinion of the Russian
research group involved in processing and interpreting microwave data: "Solely on the basis of
satellite data we could really distinguish only five states of the soil upper layer- very wet Oust after
precipitation), wet, normal, dry and extremely dry."
3.1.3.4 Fire detection with AVHRR data
A very promising area of remote sensing data application has been and remains fire
detection, especially in regions of low population density. Fire detection procedures have been
improved and are now at operational level (Chuvieco and Martin, 1994; Fernandez et al., 1996).
Ceccato et al. ( 1996) have made a wide review on this issue.
Fire detection from NOAA data is achieved by a number of methods, all of which utilize the
dominating effect of hot fires in channel 3 signals at some stage. The methods can roughly be
classified into three categories which are defined by the algorithm used: channel 3 Single
Threshold algorithm, Multi Channel Threshold algorithms, and contextual algorithms.
The simplest algorithm is to retain all pixels that are saturated in channel 3. This approach
relies only on channel 3 data and assumes that a single threshold value can be used to identify fire
pixels ( Pereira, 1993; Langaas, 1994). In most cases the saturation of the pixel in channel 3 would
indicate unusually hot features and could be assumed to represent a fire. However, the single
threshold method is susceptible to confusion with hot bare surfaces, dried warm savannahs and
bright clouds and may not be suitable for regional fire studies over time (Gregoire et al., 1993).
Multi Channel Threshold algorithms have gained a great deal of support in recent years as
they have been shown to be regionally robust and simple to implement. A wide range of multi
channel threshold criteria exists, developed by Langaas (1994), Belward (1994) and Kennedy
(1994 ). All these algorithms utilize combinations of two or more fixed thresholds for channel 3 and
4 alone or in combination. The above thresholds have been developed for specific regions and
specific times. This approach is unfortunately insensitive to variations in normal land surface
temperature conditions over time for a given area and over different ecosystems (Langaas, 1994).
Spatial or Contextual algorithms are based on the spatial variability of thermal signals in a
pixel neighbourhood. The brightness temperatures of potential fire pixels are checked against the
brightness temperatures of cloud-free neighbouring pixels. This takes into account the spatial
thermal variability of the background which is not easily dealt with in either single channel or pixelby-pixel multi channel thresholds. The Contextual technique is very attractive for automatic and
regionally sensitive monitoring. The results of the comparison between fires detected with the
contextual algorithm and with visual interpretation of the same images are presented in Table 3.3
(Ceccato et al., 1995):
Our experience of cooperation with end users (firemen in the far east of Russia) shows that
their real demands are very difficult to meet with existing satellite sensors since the firemen want
data on fires covering areas of less than 1Om2 . Only such fires could be extinguished at a
reasonable cost.
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Table 3.3 Accuracy of fire detection

Contextual algorithm
Visual Data

3.1.4

Fire

Non Fire

Definite Fire

3265

350

Non Fire

598

2225607

New and exotic approaches

There are satellite data applications in some unexpected spheres, for example in monitoring
malaria transmission potential (Meteosat, 1996). Malaria remains one of the developing world's
most serious health problems with more than 2,000 million people at risk. Every year it is
responsible for the deaths of about 1-2 million African children. lt is important to predict epidemics
in areas where transmission levels vary annually and collective immunity is low. In these regions
any change in temperature, relative humidity or rainfall can have a dramatic impact on malaria
transmission because it affects the population dynamics of the Anopheles mosquitoes and the
development rate of the parasite inside this insect which transmits the disease. More rain means
more mosquito breeding sites, higher temperatures speed up the mosquito feeding cycle and the
parasite development rate, whereas higher humidity increases their life expectancy. Data from
Meteosat are used to estimate rainfall and diurnal changes in surface temperature and thereby
indicate the possible distribution and abundance of malaria mosquito populations. In combination
with data from NOAA AVHRR, it can provide information on space-time variations in environmental
factors related to malaria transmission (Thomson et al., 1996a, 1996b).
The same idea of retrieving real weather conditions from satellite data was used by Flasse
et al. (1996) to evaluate the infestation of small stock by the larvae of Oestrus ovis, the sheep nasal
bot fly in Namibia. The pupae of this pest spend the winter at a shallow depth in the soil and the
timing of their emergence is directly dependent on climatological conditions, specifically the number
of degree-days above a particular threshold soil temperature.
'Environment-friendly' agriculture is the new term to describe the agriculture of the next
millennium when a sophisticated information subsystem will be one of the principal components
in any agricultural technology. The main idea is as follows: agricultural tools and equipment must
be sophisticated enough to fit their own behaviour to the current state of plants, soil and the
environment in general. The real achievements in developing this new concept should be
understandable from the programme of "The Training Course: Optimizing Management for
Precision Farming: A Systems Approach" held in Gainesville, Florida, 9-14 March 1998.
The overall goal of that training programme was to increase the capabilities of participants
in applying quantitative tools to optimize management of spatially-variable fields, taking advantage
of new sources of information, methods for its use, and equipment for precision farming.
Specifically, the programme focused on:
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information tools for managing spatial data, including GIS, remote sensing, yield
monitoring data and global positioning systems (GPS);
analysis of software to gain insight into the magnitude of spatial variability and possible
reasons for this variability, including kriging, correlation and crop and soil model
approaches;
a description of CERES and CROPGRO crop simulation models, focusing on corn, wheat,
and soybean crops and information required for their applications to spatially-variable
fields; and
operation of the OSSAT v3.1 software system, including components linking DSSAT crop
models with spatial analysis programmes and IDRISI v2.0 GIS software (a complete
description of this training course programme can be found at http://www.ufl.edu/
-workshop).
There are attempts to find out the relationship with untraditional crop parameters. lt has
been shown that C02 flux values not only provide a measure of the physiological activity of a crop
at any time during its growi!lg period but, if summed up, they provide a measure of biomass
production. The principal references were given by Desjardins et al., 1997 and Fredrics et al.,
1997. The C02 flux values measured with aircraft-based systems are highly correlated with the
simple ratio obtained from Landsat MSS images (Desjardins et al., 1997).
A very promising field of activity is fluorescence measurements. The fluorescence of
certain plant constituents has long been used as an accurate tool for studying physiological
mechanisms and reactions. Early studies based on fluorescence measurements were conducted
on plant extracts. New light sources such as lasers have made it possible to detect and measure
the fluorescence of the intact plants. The level of fluorescence intensity allows remote
measurements of the fluorescence spectra to be made. These spectra have maxima that relate
to specific plant components and their states (Chappelle and Lichtenthaler, 1994). The end of this
paragraph is based on the review by Nilsson (1997).
In November 1989 the EUREKA project LASFLEUR started as an European cooperative
research effort to investigate the future application of far-field laser-induced plant fluorescence for
synoptic, airborne environmental monitoring of vegetation and the state of health of plants in
agriculture and forestry (Gunther et al., 1991 ).
Remote measurements of fluorescence have been used by numerous investigators for
vegetation studies. The chilling injury was considered by Abbott et al. (1994), both high and low
thermal stress and water stress in oak and soybean and Methy et al., 1994, and Kharuk et al.,
1994, used remote measurements of chlorophyll fluorescence in studies of ageing and ozone
damage of various tree species.
Using a pulsed 337 nm nitrogen laser McMurtrey et al. (1994) could discriminate between
various nitrogen fertilization levels and N-deficiency levels of field corn by analyzing fluorescence
at 440, 525, 685 and 740 nm. A similar technique was applied to rice plants by Krajicek and
Vrbova (1994).

3.1.5

Conclusions

The references on remote sensing data or corresponding techniques can be found
everywhere at once but the real advantages of their use in agrometeorology and agriculture are
unfortunately not very impressive. There are many explanations as to why the situation is as it is
but probably the two most important are: while the real consumers of information retrieved from
remote sensing data are the government and its bodies, the level of professional skill and
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experience of the end user is not appropriate in understanding how such products could be of
benefit.
This situation is similar to that of Internet software for end users until the beginning of the
1990s: almost everything needed was available but it was necessary to have special knowledge
to use it. And only now is the Internet becoming user-friendly.
An advisable way to improve the situation regarding information from the satellite
agrometeorology could be to transfer such data to a kind of commodity, like "ready-to-use"
products. And the movement in that direction is connected with combining data from all available
sources: satellite sensors, ground observation networks, statistics, archives, simulation models as
a tool for assimilating information, etc.

3.1.6
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3.2

IMPROVING SATELLITE DATA MANAGEMENT (Professor A. Kleschenko)

3.2.1

Introduction

The WMO's CBS established the working group on satellites to develop sensible ongoing
work strategies in some areas, including 'improved regional and global management of satellite
data with particular emphasis on data compatibility and integration with other sources of data'. Prof.
A. Kleschenko represented the CAgM in the above working group. The results of the working
group relevant to agrometeorology are presented in the following two sections.

3.2.2

Manual of the CEOS database on user requirements and space capabilities

The CEOS Database on User Requirements and Space Capabilities has been established
as a CEOS initiative to support the planning of future systems with the aim of improving
convergence between user requirements and space system capabilities.
The following information is included in the database:
a review of user requirements as available to CEOS through its partnership;
current, expected or potential instrument performances when evaluation have been carried
out;
instrument description sufficiently detailed so as to enable performance evaluation;
satellite description sufficiently detailed so as to enable synergies and access modes to
be assessed; and
programmatic information to enable the assessment service continuity aspects.
As the primary focus of the database is to establish a bridge between information
providers and users, particular care has been taken to establish a common language between the
two parties, i.e. agreed definitions of the required and offered geophysical parameters and agreed
terminology to characterize requirements and performances.
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The manual consists of four chapters. Definitions of geophysical parameters and
requirement/performance characteristics are presented in chapter one. A specific problem was
presented by parameters of fractal nature, generally observed in imagery missions (presence,
contours, textures, patterns, etc.). Another problem was created by the comprehensive nature of
the terms 'albedo, biomass, evapotranspiration'. All require many elementary observations, of
which only a number can be addressed by space technology.
There is a list of geophysical parameters with name and very short definition. Several
descriptions of agrometeorological parameters are given below:
30. Precipitation rate at the ground (liquid) -Intensity of liquid rain observed over a short
period. lt is not cloud water profile with droplets >1 OOmm.
78. Snow cover- Fractional extension of snow within a given area.
80. Snow depth - Linked to snow water equivalent (par. 81) through assumption or
observation on density (not addressed).
87. Land surface temperature - Significace of the upper skin (bare soil of top of
vegetation).
95. Vegetation type - Processed from land imagery by assigning identified cluster(s)
within a given area to specific vegetation type(s).
Every parameter must be characterized by some factors:
horizontal and vertical resolution are intended to mean sampling distance;
accuracy is intended as root mean square difference between the observed and the true
values. lt is recommended to use proper physical units. Where accuracy is expressed
in percentage error, this will be understood to mean that there are no requirements for
absolute calibration;
observing cycle is intended to mean the required interval between two successive global
coverages;
delay of availability is the time delay between satellite observation and the availability of
the processed geophysical parameter for distribution;
confidence level is the level of consolidation. Definitions of codes are given in Table 3.4
below:

Table 3.4

Results of experts' evaluation of agrometeorological parameters
Code

Term

Meaning

1

consolidated

result of impact studies of actual data used in
actual applications of numerical or conceptual
models

2

reasonable

not consolidated, but based on a strong heritage of
experiments with similar data

3

tentative

positive impact expected but not yet validated due
to lack of suitable data and/or models

4

speculative

generic interest expressed; requirement figures not
proved; experimental envisaged
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The second and third chapters are guidance to users on how to input information on
requirements and to space agencies on how to input information on space programmes and
observing capabilities.
The fourth chapter contains descriptions of means to access and use the database.

3.2.3

Strategy for improved satellite system utilization by WMO members

The CBS Working Group on Satellite (WG SAT) has established the subgroup on
"Improvement of Satellite System Utilization" to discuss a possible process to improve the use of
satellite data from the present global satellite observing system and to propose a set of
recommended actions.
Following the discussions held within the working group, the subgroup proposed a detailed
workplan as follows:
(i)

to promote the improvement of satellite system capabilities through expanded satellite
products and services; and

(ii)

to assist developing countries in identifying opportunities to make use of satellite data
products and services.

Considering the various subgroups and activities led by rapporteurs within the working group, the
WG SAT recognised that most of them could be considered as part of a more general strategy to
improve satellite system utilization. In this respect the WG SAT agreed that it, as it is related to the
improvement of satellite system utilization, be organized under two main areas:
(1)

Data, Product and Service Requirement (DPSR), where the requirements for data
products and services will be developed. This activity would also include the identification
of gaps between requirements and present/planned provision and the interaction with the
proper satellite agencies and the users.

(2)

Improving Satellite System Utilization (ISSU), where several current activities should be
brought together in the form of a project. This would include activities such as the
"Education and Training" and the "Low Cost Advanced Processing Station" Projects.

A Review and Monitoring Project would serve to assess the status on utilization of satellite systems
and identify the deficiencies. The organizational diagram for the Activities related to the
improvement of satellite system utilization is shown in Figure 1. Development of the new strategy
to improve satellite system utilization is based on the main consideration that deficiencies in the
use of satellite data fall mainly in two categories:
lack of data availability; and
application limitation.
Having regard of the fact that future satellites data distribution systems will no longer be
based on the present STband broadcast but rather on Internet/Intranet type services, the two
primary trusts for the new strategy are aimed at improving data access in both the short- and longterm and the increased application of satellite data through better awareness of the potential for
utilizing specific applications.
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WORKING GROUP ON SATELLITES

Rolling review
(sat. operators)

Required actions to improve
data access or applications

Projects

Figure 3.2

Organizational diagram for activities related to the improvement of satellite system
utilization. The shaded boxes are various projects to be considered as part of ISSU
activity.

The ISSU strategy comprises four components:
(i)

The strategic vision: The prospect of substantially improved technology transfer around
world via rapidly evolving global and regional communications and computer networks
will be of benefit to meteorological science and technology. This will allow improved
access to satellite data and services and interaction between developed and developing
countries.
th~

(ii)

The long-term strategic goal: This goal for the next 15 years is to systematically improve
the utilization of satellite systems by National Meteorological and Hydrometeorological
Services, with the emphasis on improving utilization in the developing countries.

(iii)

The major objectives: These are:
- to focus on the needs of developing countries;
- to improve access to satellite data through increased effectiveness in the distribution
of satellite system data and products at major hubs, in particular those maintained by
the satellite operators, WMO WMCs, RSMCs and other entities as appropriate; and
- to improve the use of satellite data through increased capabilities in its application by
the direct involvement of existing WMO Member expertise.

(iv)

The methodology to meet the objectives: The methodology to improve satellite system
utilization is based on the continuous assessment of the use of satellite data and services
and the impact on the various applications and, therefore, to identify limitations and
deficiencies. This will be achieved by issuing a biannual questionnaire. The necessary
steps to improve this utilization will be developed and implemented through the use of
specific projects.
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The overall strategy is summarized in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5 Strategy to improve satellite system utilization

STRATEGIC GOAL

To improve systematically
the utilisation of satellite
systems with emphasis on
improving utilisation in
developing countries

MAJOR OBJECTIVES

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

To focus on the needs -Critical review process linking monitoring to action
of developing countries plans
-Evaluation of Swiss aid project to Romania
-CEOS help for better Indian Ocean/RA 11 satellite
coverage
-Links to WMO satellite education and training
strategy
-Major WMO project on low-cost satellite
workstation
-Expand EUMETSAT MOD system use in RA I & 11
-Focus on effective use of LRlT in RA 11 & V (with
MTSAT-1)
-Expand US-based virtual lab network in RA Ill &IV
-Satellite utilisation hubs/networks for developing
countries
-Initial funding focus on work station and networking
-Expand use of DCP/DRS for agriculture and
Hydrology
-Focus on better use of polar -orbiting data and
products
-Strategies for system utilisation in early/mid 2000
-Improved promotion of system, use at User Forum
-Multi agency strategy promoting satellite system
benefits
To improve the access -Upgrade MTN and GTS performance
to satellite data
-Implement operational distributed database system
through increased
-Better use of lntemet and systems such as VSAT
effective-ness in the
-Specialised WMO centres for satellite data into
distribution of satel-lite NWP
system data and
-Specifications for improved WMC/RSMC satellite
products at major
products
hubs, in particular
those maintained by
satellite operators,
WMO WMC's RSMC
and other entities as
appropriate.
To improve the use of -Review WMO requirements for new Earth
satellite data trough
Observation Satellite data
increased capabilities
-Better research/operational applications system
in its applications by
transfer
direct involvement of
-Focus in high identified priority user requirements
existing WMO Member for satellite applications
expertise.
-Focus on improved applications for environmental
hazards such as volcanic ash, earthquakes, air and
ocean pollution etc.
-Closer operational development links with GIS
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CHAPTER4
REVIEW OF CLICOM COMPUTER-BASED DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND
INSTAT SOFTWARE PROGRAMMES, INCLUDING TRAINING REQUIREMENTS
FOR AGRICULTURAL APPLICATIONS
(Michele Bernardi)

4.1

INTRODUCTION

Most agrometeorological applications are mainly related to assessing the potential of
agricultural productivity in a given area. They are also addressed at improving the actual
productivity, taking into account all possible impacts on the environment, spatially and temporally.
As agricultural productivity is driven by multiple factors, which must be interpreted in terms of
figures, the ideal management system should allow the best control over data processing and
decision-making tools to produce advisory scenarios for management and planning.
Techniques for proper management can be successful only if the basic data and derived
variables needed for decision-making are consistent and accurate. Analytical results depend upon
the quantity as well as the quality of data. An essential support to these tasks is given today by
the computer-based data management systems providing the highest functionality for improving
the flow of information to the user for problem-solving and decision-making applications.
The XI Commission on Agricultural Meteorology (CAgM-XI), Working Group on Agrometeorological
Data Management, recommended reviewing the CLICOM data management system and a related
software package, INSTAT.
This report will review the two software packages, including technical limitations related
to operational activities and possible improvements. An overview of training requirements for
agricultural applications will also be given.
4.2.

THE CLICOM PROJECT

CLICOM (CLimate COMputing) refers to the World Climate Data Programme Project of
WMO with the purpose of coordinating and assisting the implementation, maintenance and
upgrading of automated climate data management procedures and systems in WMO Member
countries (i.e. National Meteorological Services). The goal of CLICOM is the transfer of three main
components of modern technology: computer equipment (hardware), computer programmes
(software), and expertise in climate data management (training). lt was planned that the
implementation of the project in developing countries would replace their traditional manual
methods of working with climatological data with computerized methods on a personal computer
(PC) and Database Management System (DBMS) software.
The project was started in 1984 on the initiative of WMO and, in 1985, the first prototype,
developed by NOAA for the collection, quality control and archiving of climate data and the
production of climate applications products, was demonstrated and tested. In 1986 the first
working version was released for distribution to WMO Members. The typical configuration included
a CLICOM Data Management Module and three major commercial software packages: Data Ease
Database Management System, IBM PC LAN and COSORT sorting utility. Various enhancements
of the software were introduced in the latest version 3.0.
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As of May 1996 CLICOM 3.0 was installed in 127 WMO Member countries and a further
16 countries are planning to install the CLICOM system. CLICOM software is available in English,
French, Spanish, Czech and Russian.
The English language version of CLICOM 3.0 software is distributed free of charge from
the WMO Secretariat to Member countries. The 1997 CLICOM distribution kit includes the "core"
software, the source code and library, the on-line reference manual, the on-line tutorial and a copy
of INSTAT software.
CLICOM, using a micro-computer environment with the DOS operating system, is a
climatological data processing system. lt provides tools appropriate to:
describe and manage the climatological network: stations, observations, instruments, etc.,
key entry, check, and archive climate data;
browse and search for climate data; and
compute and analyze climate data.

4.2.1

CLICOM tools

Basically, the objectives and main functions of CLICOM are: (i) to create a database; and
(ii) to process the data. The climatological database (Figure 1 of the CLICOM menu) is the core
unit of the four major tasks of the system: (1) key entry control, (2) archiving, (3) import-export, and
(4) products and graphics. The data can be stored from the keyboard (manually) or through
magnetic media as a floppy disk. Once the quality of data is checked, they are validated and
loaded into the database for archiving and products and graphics made (Figure 2 of the CLICOM
menu).

4.2.2

CLICOM products

A certain number of standard outputs can be produced by CLICOM. For example, it is
possible to:
compute: monthly data from daily data; 10-day data from daily data; statistics: means, min,
max, standard deviation; 30 years normals;
create tables: daily means/extremes table; bi-variate frequency distribution table; monthly
table of daily data; and
create graphs: time series graphs; wind rose graphs; mapping and contouring; sounding
graphs.
Other possible products, through a more elaborated processing of data, include:
preparation of the monthly and yearly climatological bulletin;
water balance monitoring;
estimation of missing precipitation data;
calculation of the return period; and
preparation of the CLIMAT message.
The FAO Agrometeorology Group is among the users of CLICOM. As an example of the
possible outputs of CLICOM, it is worthwhile mentioning FAOCLIM 1.2 (FAO, 1995). FAOCLIM
1.2 (Figure 3 of the CLICOM menu) is a database on a CD-ROM providing monthly averages and
time series of agroclimatic data for about 20,000 stations worldv,vide. lt comes with a user-friendly
interface under windows that allows the data to be selected according to their location, country,
type, period covered, output format, etc.
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4.2.3

Limitations and possible improvements of CLICOM

.
The present version of CLICOM was developed in the USA in 1986, mainly to transfer the
modern computerized technology in managing climate data to developing countries. However, the
system is well adapted to situations where many data exist for a single station (e.g. in USA) in
opposition to situations where few data exist for many stations (e.g. in developing countries). As
far as the software itself is concerned, it is getting more and more obsolete in terms of architecture.
The last upgrade of the CLICOM "core" software (version 3.1) will be completed in 1998 after
appropriate testing of the package developed on the basis of recommendations made at the
CLICOM Expert Meeting in Washington, May 1996. There will be no more development of the
current CLICOM software based on the DataEase commercial package.
A certain number of general constraints have been identified on the basis of experts'
meeting and training sessions' reports. These points should also be seen as possible
improvements in the future version of the CLICOM system. Among the technical limitations, we
list:
lack of flexibility to implement specific applications in the agricultural field and/or at a
regional/global level;
lack of functionality in real-time operations (e.g. converting GTS messages to CLICOM
format or importing 10-day data);
few options for file import;
lack of transparent linkages to other applications (e.g. GIS);
risk of many datasets overlapping;
non-standard gee-referencing system;
climate data may be stored without the corresponding station information;
the data-entry module allows for easy modification which may destroy existing data;
high dependence on DOS and DOS batch files;
presence of two separate suites (DB) one for Data Ease and one in FORTRAN;
non-standard linkage between the FORTRAN programmes in CLICOM to DataEase;
database design does not support easy retrieval by DataEase Query Language; and
not taking advantage of existing computer architecture (e.g. 3-tier architecture, UserApplication-Data).

4.2.4

Training requirements for agricultural applications

The success of CLICOM is mainly due to its wide use in developing countries. The
installation of CLICOM in many of these has successfully transferred PCs technology, but the
resulting climate data management improvements have not yet been realized. On the other hand,
the station network density as recommended by WMO has not been achieved and the collection
of data in many countries remains inadequate. However, CLICOM systems are beginning to give
positive results after having performed the time-consuming task of entering data into the system.
Within two or three years, most developing countries will have easy access to the data for climatic
studies and other applications. In fact, until recently, climate data management in developing
countries was not a priority task.
The emerging climate data needs for agriculture, water resources, environment and other
sectors have influenced the meteorological services and this, in turn, has pushed them to pay
greater attention to climate data management. For this reason, there is a need to expand the
operational application of CLICOM. Concerning agricultural applications, a few important needs
are identified:
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communication between climatologists and agrometeorologists must be improved to
conceive an operational database (e.g. no missing values);
outputs of CLICOM must be adapted for an operational database in order to support
specific agrometeorological applications at a national/regional/global level;
applications must be linked to the CARS project (Climate Applications Referral System);
and
particular importance must be given to applications which are linked to spatial interpolated
databases and to GIS.

4.3

OVERVIEW OF INSTAT

INSTAT is a general purpose statistics package for PCs. It has been developed by the
Statistical Services Centre of the University of Reading, England. It is a system for interactive data
analysis, which is simple enough to be useful in statistics teaching and has the power to assist
research in any discipline requiring the statistical analysis of data.
INSTAT is also easy to learn and to use. It has a simple interactive command language
with commands entered at the keyboard (or from a file) to process and analyze data. Many
commands have optional subcommands that add power and flexibility to the language. An on-line
help facility and diagnostic error messages are also provided. Five separate guides provide the
documentation of INSTAT: (i) introductory guide; (ii) reference guide; (iii) tutorial guide; (iv) mini
guide; and (v) climatic guide. All the documentation is also provided on-line. The distribution
diskette also includes ASCII versions of the tutorial and mini guides for those users wishing to
produce their own printed copies.
The on-line documentation also provides additional information, including some of our
ideas on the teaching of statistics and a series of case studies to illustrate how these ideas
translate into practice. These case studies use datasets which are automatically copied to the
computer when INSTAT is installed.
The first version of INSTAT that could be distributed free was released in September 1994.
In the new version many improvements have been made:
(i)

data entry and validation: a complimentary package to INSTAT recommended for data
entry and validation is called Epilnfo, distributed free, allowing the data to be entered
within Epilnfo and analyze in INSTAT;

(ii)

analysis of variance: one of INSTAT's strengths is its facilities for the analysis of designed
experiments;

(iii)

writing macros: the macro facilities in INSTAT have been improved and this version comes
with a library of standard macros which further enhances the analyses that can be
undertaken with INSTAT;

(iv)

report writing: the DISplay command has been enhanced to help in the output of data in
any required format;

The shareware version of INSTAT in compressed format fits on a 3.5" high density
diskette. The installation of INSTAT typically takes less than 5 minutes and, once installed, the files
occupy about 3 Mbytes of disc space.
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4.3.1

Using INSTAT
In using INSTAT, the main features of the programme are:
it reads a command line, looks up the command in its dictionary, checks for errors and,
if there are none, carries out the command and then waits for next command;
it includes a dictionary with 150 command names and the first three characters only of the
command name are used;
it works on columns of data and has facilities for handling constants, labels and strings;
the maximum number of columns is 127;
the columns are denoted by X followed by the column number (e.g. X12 is column 12),
constants by K (e.g. K1, K2), strings by S (e.g. S1, S2) and labels by L (e.g. L 1, L2);
the data entry can be performed by an editor;
the complimentary Epilnfo package can be used for data entry;
it imports daily data files from CLICOM;
it handles large datasets (e.g. 100 variables by 2,000 cases); and
it can be used as a calculator.

Although the programme does not require a large computer memory or disk space, it deals
with a large number of facilities:
data entry, display and editing: data entry in series or parallel from keyboard or ASCII file,
optional use of spreadsheet style data entry, printing and display of data column names,
labelled factor levels;
file handling: creating, opening and closing worksheet files, moving data between files,
output to ASCII files and to other statistics packages;
calculations and simple statistics: powerful facilities for transforming columns and
generating new ones, generation of pseudo random data, probabilities and percentiles for
standard distributions, normal scores, descriptive statistics, row statistics, t-tests and
confidence intervals for one or two samples, chi-square tests, non-parametric statistics,
analysis of time series;
data manipulation: sorting one column and carrying others, copying columns, ranking,
selection of cases according to criteria, re-coding;
data plotting: scatterplots, histograms, box plots, stem-and-leaf display, high resolution
plots of data and functions, lines and/or symbols, plotting data grouped by factor levels,
overlay plots, optional choice of axes;
regression and correlation: interactive multiple and polynomial regression modelling, linear
models with factors, weighted regression, fitted values, residuals, regression diagnostics,
correlation matrix;
analysis of variance: analysis of balanced designs, including randomized blocks, Latin
square, split plot and simple nested designs, factorial treatment structure, fitted values,
residuals, treatment means, standard errors;
tables: cross tabulation by several factors, tables of counts and statistics;
climatic data analysis: there are many commands to analyze climatic data and events,
such as summary statistics (e.g. average 10-day, monthly, yearly, etc), water balance
from rainfall and evaporation, start of rains, degree days, wind direction frequencies, spell
lengths, potential ET according to Penman, crop performance index according to FAO
methodology;- user extendable: comprehensive macro facility enabling set of INSTAT
commands to be stored and run; and
help: reference help on all commands and all INSTAT guides provided as on-line
documentation.
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As indicated above, an important part of INSTAT is the analysis of climatic data which is
in fact the basic work prior to running agrometeorological applications. Collaboration between three
institutes (ACMAD, ICRISAT and the University of Reading) has produced major additions to the
new version of the INSTAT Climatic Guide.
ACMAD's objective (African Centre for Meteorological Applications for Development) is
primarily to support the Meteorological Services in Africa. ICRISAT (International Crops Research
Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics) supports the National Agricultural research programmes in
semi-arid tropical countries. Initial work at ICRISAT led to the need for improvements in INSTAT's
macro system while ACMAD has organized the translation of this guide and other materials into
French. The initial climatic guide was primarily a computing guide on how to use INSTAT for the
analysis of climatic data. The new version has added considerable advice on statistics which we
hope will assist end-users to maximize the use they make of their climatic data.

4.3.2

Limitations and possible improvements of INSTAT

Although INSTAT is very well conceived as a training-statistics software package, it is not
fully adequate to meet agrometeorology needs. This lack of functionality is beyond the scope of
the programme which has not been developed for application to operational activities but simply
as a training tool. For the same reason, the programme does not take advantage of multi-tasking
computer architecture and also some problems can be caused when the software is installed in
previous generation processors. Finally, handling large files causes overloading the computer
memory.

4.3.3

Training requirements for agricultural applications

In view of a more oriented package for agricultural applications, some remarks can be
made. The development of the programme should take into account more existing agrometeorological applications. In particular, it should have an interface for using spatial interpolated
datasets for easy import into GIS facilities. Also, the programme should be developed with clear
linkages to operational applications.

4.4

SOME CONCLUSIONS

After having described the main pros and cons of the CLICOM system and INSTAT
programme, some conclusions can be drawn. From the technical point of view, both programmes
represent very robust tools for climatological applications, CLICOM as a database management
system and INSTAT as a training statistics package.
Eventual operational applications should also take into account - infrastructure situations
existing within national meteorological services and in other meteorological-oriented institutions
(governmental, non-governmental, commercial, university, etc.)
In view of new developments, upgrading should take advantage of modern database
architecture as, for example, the 3-tier client-server environment. In this architecture, the three
components are presentation, functionality interface and data. They are separated in such a way
that the software for any one of the tiers could be replaced by a different implementation without
effecting the others.
Finally, data entry and file export facilities must be strengthened to allow linkages with
gee-referenced databases and GIS applications.
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CHAPTER 5
APPLICATION OF MULTI-PROCESS MODELS IN AGRICULTURAL METEOROLOGY
(Henry N. Hayhoe)

5.1

INTRODUCTION

As access to computers has expanded and computer power has increased, the number
of processes and interactions involved in a crop production system that can be simulated has
expanded. Software has traditionally addressed particular crops or management practices but now
there are an increasing number of models that can simulate the joint impact of many processes.
These developments are in response to the need to identify sustainable production systems by
examining not only production, but the interaction with the environment and the impact on soil
degradation and pollution. At the farm level there is a requirement to assess the sustainability of
irrigation, fertilization, tillage, crop rotations and pest management systems. At a regional and
national level there is a requirement to assess the environmental impact of government agricultural
polices on soil erosion, loss of soil organic matter and pollution of ground water. Internationally
there is a requirement to look at climate change and variability and its potential impact on food
security. There is interest in assessing the contribution of agriculture to increases in greenhouse
gasses and in identifying production systems that reduce this contribution.
In this study, a few of the most widely used multi-process models will be reviewed.
Although new models and systems are being constructed all the time, the purpose of this article
is to look at how current models have been applied and what can be learned from the experience.
The focus will be on widely used modelling systems that include the Decision Support System for
Agrotechnology Transfer (DSSAT) (Tsuji et al., 1994) and the Erosion Productivity Impact
Calculator (EPIC) (Sharpley and Williams, 1990a and 199Gb). These models are supported by
interdisciplinary teams of researchers and are continually being upgraded based on theoretical
developments and testing in a number of countries. They provide detailed documentation and online help is available. Training is widely available for DSSAT. There is a OSSAT Home Page on
the World Wide Web (http://everex.ibsnat.hawaii.edu) where the system is described. Demonstrations of the software and applications may be viewed and the software and documentation can
be purchased. A schedule of training sessions is also available. EPIC is public domain software
and can be downloaded or requested through e-mail. The FTP site is located at Texas A&M
University (ftp://brcsunO.tamu.edu/pub/epic/ver5300). Documentation for the model is also
available and can be downloaded from the site. Workshops have been organized to provide
training and to encourage its use. We will review the range of applications to date.
Data requirements and procedures being developed to ease the preparation of input files
will be discussed. One frustrating problem is that different models frequently require data in slightly
different formats which makes it difficult to set up and run a number of different simulations.
Modern database software can be used to archive data and generate the required input files in the
appropriate format. Most of the models have been designed for a plot or the field scale application.
In practice, the scale of application can vary from a precision farming application at a point to a
regional or national or even continental study. A closely related problem is the issue of how one
can scale up to make regional interpretations. One approach is to use representative farms.
Another is to attempt to apply a geographic information system (GIS) and use it to provide a spatial
representation.
The focus will be on agrometeorological data requirements to run a multi-process model
and on the challenge of acquiring the input data and parameters in a format that can be used by
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the model. lt has been noted that multi-process models require input data, data for calibration and
testing as well as data for the analysis of component processes. Modellers complain about the lack
of specific data such as solar radiation and relative humidity as well as the quality of data that are
available. The quality of data can be affected by a lack of uniformity in collection methods and
standards. An additional problem is low spatial and temporal resolution. The biggest challenge
in attempting to use a multi-process model is assembling the required input data. We feel that data
requirements and the problems associated with using available data to meet these requirements
can best be illustrated by presenting sample applications of multi-process models on a regional
scale and a field scale. The challenge of preparing the input data files and analyzing the results
for a regional application of EPIC to the Canadian Great Plains will briefly be discussed and also
a site-specific application for precision farming.

5.2

DESCRIPTION OF SELECTED MULTI-PROCESS MODELS

5.2.1

Decision support systems for agrotechnology transfer

The IBSNAT Decision Support System for Agrotechnology Transfer (DSSAT) is an
example of a comprehensive system. IBSNAT, the International Benchmark Sites Network for
Agrotechnology Transfer, was a network consisting of University of Hawaii and many global
collaborators. They created a network of national, regional, and international agricultural research
for the transfer of agrotechnology among global partners in both developed and lesser developed
countries, the funding of which was provided by the US Agency for International Development. The
objectives of IBSNAT were to accelerate the flow of agrotechnology, reduce risks associated with
agrotechnology transfer and assess long-term effects of agricultural practices.
DSSAT includes the following families of crop models: CERES for maize, wheat, rice,
sorghum, barley and millet, CROPGRO for soybean, peanut, dry bean and tomato, SUBSTOR for
potato and CROPSIM for cassava. The models use standardized input based on the IBSNAT
minimum dataset (Hoogenboom et al., 1992; Tsuji et al., 1994) and include a user-friendly
interface. The crop growth and yield models respond to weather, soil water holding and root
growth characteristics, cultivar, planting dates, water management, nitrogen management and row
spacing/plant population. DSSAT can be used with site-specific soil and weather parameters to
identify the most promising crop and management practices. lt is a PC-based shell which includes
the IBSNAT family of crop models and application programmes. A regional Agricultural and
Environmental Geographic Information System (AEGIS) has been developed (Calixte et al., 1992).
AEGIS uses DSSAT capabilities within a GIS for regional planning and productivity analysis. The
GIS is a PC-based system which links digital map features to a database of attributes describing
these features. A simple expert system is used to provide optimum ranges of soil and weather
requirements for crop production (Calixte et al., 1992). The system has been successfully applied
for regional productivity analyses in western Puerto Rico using BEANGRO to identify optimum crop
management practices such as cultivar selection, planting date and irrigation strategy (Lal et al.,
1992). Recently CERES-Maize has been combined with a weather generator to estimate climate
change impacts on crop yields at 16 locations in the Czech Republic (Dubrovsky, 1998).
Training courses for DSSAT are given regularly. Recent courses include: (1) Computer
Simulation for Crop Growth, Soil Water-Nutrient Dynamics and Fertilizer Management, Modipuram,
India, 17-28 February 1997; (2) Computer Simulation of Crop Growth and Management
Responses, Lome, Toga, 9-14 February 1998; and (3) Optimizing Management for Precision
Farming: A Systems Approach, Gainesville, Florida, USA, 9-14 March 1998. Information about
courses is available on the DSSAT Home Page on the World Wide Web. The Home Page also
includes order forms for the purchase of the software and documentation as well as extensive
material demonstrating the software and the extensive testing and applications of the system
around the world. Training in DSSAT is supported in part by the International Consortium for
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Agricultural Systems Applications (ICASA) (Penning de Vries, 1995). ICASA is also supporting
work on the development of standards for agronomic data organization and reporting. lt involves
extending the standards originally developed for DSSAT.

5.2.2

Erosion productivity impact calculator (EPIC)

Benson et al. (1992) notes that most production-oriented software has traditionally
addressed particular crops or management practices rather than simulating the joint impact of
many processes. EPIC is an example of a widely used model which simulates the impact of many
processes. The model includes physical components for simulating growth and yield of most grains
and forage crops as well as ET, runoff, nutrient balance, soil erosion and pollutant transport and
an economic component for assessing the cost of erosion and for determining optimal
management strategies (Sharpley and Williams, 1990a). A single crop growth model is used for
simulating all crops where each crop has unique values for the model parameters (Williams et al.,
1989). The mathematical algorithms used, a range of sensitivity and validations and also detailed
instructions for its use are provided in Sharpley and Williams (1990a and 1990b). The current
version of the model, as well as documentation, can be down loaded from the Internet.
According to the EPIC fact sheet, the model has been applied in the USA by the Soil
Conservation Service and by a number of Universities (Williams, 1990). lt has been applied around
the world in 60 countries including Australia, Canada, Czechoslovakia, France, Germany, Italy,
Jordan, Syria and Taiwan. Applications include an erosion productivity analysis, drought
assessment, soil loss tolerance, sugarcane modelling (AUSCANE), pine tree growth simulation,
global climate change analysis, farm level planning, drought impacts on residue cover and nutrient
and pesticide loss estimates for alternative farming systems. lt has been evaluated for application
to dryland wheat-sorgum-fallow crop rotations (Steiner et al., 1987) and has been calibrated and
applied to model crop rotations in southern France (Cabelguenne et al., 1990; Kiniry et al., 1992).
lt has also been used to simulate corn yield response to irrigation (Bryant et al., 1992). Stockle et
al. (1992a and 1992b) have adapted EPIC to estimate the direct and climatic effects of rising
carbon dioxide on growth and yields of crops. Sabbagh et al. (1991a and 1991b) modified EPIC
to incorporate drainage systems and to simulate pesticide activities and Potter and Williams (1994)
studied the soil temperature predictions from EPIC. Recently Kiniry et al. (1995) developed EPIC
model parameters for cereal, oilseed and forage crops in the Canadian northern Great Plains
region. At present EPIC is being used to estimate the vulnerability of US agriculture to soil erosion
in response to the requirements of the 1995 Resource Conservation Act. In addition, EPIC is being
adapted for an analysis of the opportunities for large-scale production of herbaceous and woody
biomass in the US and is being proposed as a tool to assess the sensitivity of North American
agriculture to climate scenarios.

5.3

DATA REQUIREMENTS

5.3.1

Meteorological data

Crop-weather models form the largest group of agrometeorological models for operational
use (FAO, 1994). lt has been recommended that the time step for input data should be
standardized at one day. The (IBSNAT) simulation models of growth, development and yield
require daily weather. The EPIC model also uses a daily time step. Meteorological data for these
models frequently include daily total solar radiation, daily maximum air temperature, daily minimum
air temperature and daily total precipitation. Although the models require daily data as inputs,
some of the variables are interpolated to calculate hourly values.
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The daily weather data used by EPIC are precipitation, air temperature and solar radiation.
Wind speed and relative humidity are required to estimate potential evaporation using the Penman
method. Wind speed is also required for wind-induced erosion. If daily precipitation, maximum and
minimum air temperature and solar radiation are available, they can be entered; otherwise a
weather generator will be used for simulating precipitation, temperature, radiation, relative humidity
and wind. Climatological data required to generate daily data include: 10-year frequency 0.5-hour
rainfall, 10-year frequency 6.0-hour rainfall, number of years of 0.5-hour rainfall record, average
monthly maximum air temperature, average monthly minimum air temperature, monthly standard
deviation of maximum air temperature, monthly standard deviation of minimum air temperature,
average monthly precipitation, monthly standard deviation of daily precipitation, monthly skew
coefficient for daily precipitation, monthly probability of wet day after dry day, monthly probability
of wet day after wet day, average number of days of rain per month, monthly maximum 0.5 hourrainfall for period of record, monthly average daily solar radiation and monthly average relative
humidity. The wind data required for wind erosion estimates include: average monthly wind velocity
and 16-monthly wind direction components. EPIC includes algorithms to estimate values that are
not available. In addition, some of the data can be omitted if they are not required for the selected
algorithms.
Sample applications will be used to illustrate some of the practical problems associated
with trying to apply EPIC using existing data. For site-specific applications such as precision
farming, one is frequently forced to use data from the nearest climatological station. This can be
an important source of errors when the station is unrepresentative of the field location. For regional
applications some analysis is required to transform point data to an areal value. If sufficient data
are available, techniques such as kriging and cokriging can provide good results (Bogaert et al.,
1995). Frequently the data are so sparse that they limit the accuracy of the simulated results. This
is particularly true for parameters such as solar radiation, wind and humidity.

5.3.2

Other agrometeorological data

The IBSNAT crop models require for each soil horizon the permanent wilting point, field
capacity, and saturated water content. These can be estimated from the percentage sand, silt and
clay, bulk density and organic matter. The classification and texture of a soil are used to estimate
the runoff curve number, soil colour is used to estimate albedo and drainage and permeability are
used to estimate soil flow through the profile. Initial soil water and nutrient content and relative root
distribution are also input. Crop management information is also required by the crop models. This
includes tillage, planting date, row and plant spacing, planting depth, residues, irrigation
management, fertilizers, chemical applications and cultivar selection. Harvest information and
information on diseases, pests and weeds may also be input. The IBSNAT group has prepared
a very useful definition of the minimum dataset required for crop analysis and modeling (FAO,
1995) and work is continuing under the auspices ICASA (Penning de Vries, 1995).
The following example illustrates the detailed soil and landscape data required by EPIC.
lt also demonstrates the detailed information which may be required about crop rotations, planting
and tillage operations, fertilization, irrigation and pest management. In addition, it illustrates the
requirement for crop development and yield information for validation and model calibration.
Information on pest infestations is also required to explain some of the year to year variations in
yield.

5.3.3

Data input formats

Very often different models may require very similar data input but in a totally different
format. lt would be very inefficient to have to type in all the data to prepare the required input files.
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Although models such as EPIC provide user-friendly interfaces to help with the preparation of input
files, they cannot readily read files from other programmes or soil and weather archived data. it
would be unmanageable to try to key in data for the multiple runs required for some studies. This
has led researchers to write software programmes to read data from a number of sources in
different formats and write files in a format that meets model specifications. More consideration
to developing general purpose tools to deal with this problem would be a big contribution. For
example, it would be useful if one could easily take basic data and generate input for a number of
common models to ease intercomparisons and help with the selection of the most appropriate
model for the application. Ideally there should be a graphical user interface set up to prepare input
data files for a range of models. An example of the problem is a situation where all the required
data input for an EPIC simulation run is contained in a relational database. In the following sample
EPIC application, researchers have demonstrated the use of programmes written in C++ to prepare
input files for EPIC simulations by extracting data from a Paradox database.
5.4

APPLICATION OF EPIC IN THE CANADIAN GREAT PLAINS

5.4.1

Regional application

The study was designed to provide a tool to assess the impact of government policy and
programmes on soil degradation in the Canadian Prairie region which includes the provinces of
Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba. Degradation concerns include wind and water erosion,
salination and organic matter depletion, as well as surface and groundwater quality degradation
from agricultural pesticides and nutrients. The approach taken was to use the EPIC model to
predict the impact of a wide range of management and cropping practices on the different soils,
landscapes and climates within the region. This database was then used to construct empirical
relationships called metamodels (Bouzaher et al., 1993a and 1994) to facilitate the environmental
assessment of specific cropping systems. The Canadian Regional Agricultural Model (CRAM) is
a tool for the analysis impact of policy changes on the agriculture industry. The economic analysis
is used to establish the impact of policy and programmes on agricultural production decisions such
as crop rotations. The metamodels based on the EPIC predictions are being used to assess the
environmental impact of these decisions (Bouzaher et al., 1993b and 1994).
We will use this application to illustrate the potential of the model and the practical
problems in acquiring, organizing and setting up the data to run EPIC simulations (Bouzaher et al.,
1993b). As pointed out by the authors of the study, the key task in setting up the integrated
modelling system was the development of the environmental database. These included the soil
layer and landform database and the weather database. In addition, plot data were required to
develop crop coefficients for the crops and varieties grown in the region (Kiniry et al., 1995) and
for validation (Moulin and Beckie, 1993; Toure et al., 1995). Information on potential crop rotations,
management practices and farm equipment commonly used, had to be acquired primarily through
expert opinion. Given the large number of simulations, an automatic input file builder was
constructed to develop input data files. The soil layer and landform data was linked with the aid
of a relational database.
One problem with this type of application is that the data were not collected to provide the
detailed information to run the model at specific locations. The soil layer and landform data are
specified on a soil landscape polygon which is defined as a natural landscape unit characterized
by a unique combination of soils, landforms and parent material at the 1:1 million scale. Dominant
soil landscapes represent at least 40% of a polygon while subdominant landscapes represent 1640% of a polygon. Agroecological resource areas (ARA) are defined as natural landscape units
that possess relatively uniform agro-climates, landform, soils and general agricultural potential at
the 1:2 million scale. They vary in size from 100,000 ha to more than 1,000,000 ha.
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Slope and slope length values are key input variables for estimating water erosion in EPIC.
Local surface landforms had to be classified into slope and slope length classes which could be
a subjective estimate. Another important soil-related input to EPIC is the hydrologic group which
is used to determine the amount of surface runoff. A hydrologic soil group is a group of soils that
possess the same runoff potential for similar storm and vegetation cover condition. Soil texture
was used to assign the soils into one of four hydrologic groups. The minimum required dataset for
the EPIC soil layer input variables include: layer depth, bulk density, sand content, silt content, soil
pH and organic carbon. This information was contained in the soil layer file. Values for wilting
point, field capacity and saturated hydraulic conductivity exist in the soil layer file but it was decided
to let EPIC estimate the values. EPIC requires a minimum of three layers and a maximum of ten.
The weather data were available at point locations across the region. This illustrates the
problem that the required data tend not to be compatible in the sense that the soil data were
recorded on an area! basis in contrast to the weather data recorded at station locations. In
addition, only basic data for precipitation and maximum and minimum temperature were available
on a daily basis for a large number of stations and a 31-year period of record. Monthly normals
on a sparse network of stations were available for solar radiation, relative humidity and wind.
For each ARA, daily values of precipitation and maximum and minimum temperature were
available for a period of 31 years (Kirkwood et al., 1993). Monthly normals for solar radiation were
available for each ARA. These solar radiation values were derived from a relatively small number
of climate stations. Relative humidity values were available for a limited number of stations from
30-year Environment Canada climate normals. The Thiessen polygon weighting technique was
used to derive a monthly ARA value (Hayhoe and Williams, 1982). The wind arrays consist of
monthly average wind speed and 16-monthly wind direction components that are required as inputs
to the EPIC wind erosion submodel. The wind data were available for limited stations in the Prairie
Provinces, often the same stations as those that had relative humidity and solar radiation data. The
wind data were also aggregated to the ARA level using the nearest neighbour technique.
The weather data generator provided with EPIC was used to generate the required daily
values. Weather generators are frequently used to supplement observed climatological data and
to provide a way to simulate the effects of weather variability on management decisions. WXGEN
is the model for generating daily weather variables that is used in EPIC. lt is based on the weather
data generator developed by Richardson (1981) and Richardson and Wright (1984). The potential
of WXGEN and other stochastic weather data generators to simulate long periods of climatological
data from a small amount of input data has led to a number of applications. A concern with using
stochastic generation of weather variables is that they may fail to represent the statistical properties
of observed weather series. WXGEN simulated values have frequently been found to be
unrealistic (Wallis and Griffiths, 1995; Hayhoe and Stewart, 1996). Wallis and Griffiths (1995)
found that 30-year simulated maximum and minimum temperatures, degree-days, monthly and
event rainfall were all outside the expected range in 28-60% of the tests. In addition, frost risks
were underestimated. Improved accuracy has been associated with accurately accounting for the
relationship between variables
A generic crop growth model is used in EPIC to simulate the development and final yields
of specific crops. EPIC crop parameters were available for wheat, oats, fall rye, flax, hay and
sunflowers (Williams et al., 1989). Crop parameters for field peas, lentils and canola were
determined for this study and some of the spring wheat and barley parameters were modified to
reflect the shorter Canadian growing seasons. Site-specific datasets were used to determine and
adjust these parameters (Kiniry et al., 1995).
'
EPIC also requires that management systems be specified.
For this application, it
included combinations of tillage, crop rotation and fertilizer inputs. Information was acquired
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through expert op1n1on, literature values and agricultural statistics. The tillage implement
identification number, as well as the month and day of the operation, must be entered into the
rnodel. Specific parameters are provided with a machinery table in order to simulate the mixing
efficiency of residue on the surface, tillage depth and processes associated with each piece of
equipment. The mixing of nutrients and crop residue, changes in bulk density and conversion of
standing crop residue to flat residue are simulated in the tillage submodel.
The plant environment control subcomponent provides the means for the application of
irrigation water, fertilizer, lime and pesticides or for simulating a drainage system. Information on
the timing, amount, method and type of application is required. Pesticide fate routines have been
incorporated into EPIC. The required inputs for each pesticide application include: the implement
used, the application date, the application rate of the active ingredient, the pest control factor and
the pesticide number. The pesticide number links the application to a table that contains the
chemical properties.
In order to capture the effect of more complex cropping systems, a set of 24 different crop
rotations was selected for the regional simulation based on expert opinion. The management
systems were constructed to represent typical systems used in the Prairie Provinces. To simplify
the simulations, standard dates were assumed for each operation. Nitrogen and phosphorous
application rates were based on recommended best practices. Conventional, reduced and no till
systems were defined and simulated.
On a regional scale, an analysis using environmental process models is still
unmanageable because of the extensive simulations required to cover all the ranges of different
soil, climate, hydrology, management, crop and policy options. Consequently a spatial sampling
design was used that retained the statistical validity of aggregation and extrapolation into the
population. A soil sampling procedure was performed with soil layer and landform data. The actual
population of unique combinations was 957 for Alberta, 725 for Saskatchewan and 96 for Manito.ba.
The sampling rate for Alberta and Saskatchewan was 10% and 30% for Manitoba.
More than 20,000 simulations were performed. An automatic input file builder and control
programme was written in C++ to generate the input files, execute the EPIC simulations and extract
pertinent output data from the standard EPIC output files. The data files were stored in Paradox,
a relational database. The simulations were performed with the 31 years of weather data available
for each ARA.
The authors of the study presented a discussion of EPIC strengths and weaknesses. The
major strength was felt to be its comprehensive ability to simulate the effects of water and wind
erosion upon soil productivity for a vast range of management, cropping sequences, soil and
climate combinations. The comprehensive nature was further strengthened by routines that
simulate movement of nutrients and pesticides. The comprehensive structure is also a weakness
in the sense that the model requires a large set of input data and multiple disciplines for testing the
different submodels.
The generic crop growth model used in EPIC provides the ability to simulate long-term soil
productivity impacts for a variety of crops and rotations. lt is designed to predict long-term
averages and does not appear to do as well at predicting absolute and year-to-year variability in
yields. lt is recommended that EPIC and similar models be used primarily to provide relative
comparisons of soil degradation or soil productivity rather than relying on the absolute numbers that
are produced by the model.
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5.4.2

Precision farming application

Precision farming is providing new opportunities for farm management. The development
of the publically available global positioning system (GPS) has made it possible to develop accurate
digital elevation models of a field. Using a combine harvester with a yield monitor makes it possible
to use (GIS) and produce detailed yield maps of a field. Advances in variable rate application
technology make it possible to apply the optimal rate of fertilizer for each part of a field for
maximum economic yield and minimum detrimental environmental impact.
Models such as EPIC and OSSAT have been proposed as tools for precision farming
applications. The recent DSSAT training session held in Gainesville, Florida, focussed on
optimizing management for precision farming. The field study in Alberta, Canada, examined the
use of EPIC combined with GIS for precision farming (Goddard et al., 1996). An objective was to
test EPIC as a tool to predict site-specific nutrients, moisture and yield in order to reduce the need
for costly sampling. The GIS software (GRASS) was used to determine the yield data to conform
to landscape position and fertilizer treatment. Soil profiles were described and sampled for physical
and chemical analysis. The weather data were obtained from the nearest weather station which
was within 30km. Crop coefficients for spring wheat and canola were based on data for the
Canadian prairies (Kiniry et al., 1995). The resultant yields and their variances were used to
assess the performance of EPIC. The results showed the potential to depict and analyze the
variance in crop yield, leaching potential, erosion risk and economics on a farm scale.

5.5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The range of applications of multi-process models reviewed here tend to confirm that none
of the currently available models consistently gives precise quantitative estimates. Although there
have been a number of successful applications where models have provided useful assessment
tools, they have occasionally failed to explain the year to year variation and the magnitudes have
not always been reasonable. One of the reasons for this is clearly the limitations in the input data.
Data is limited both in the quality and the quantity that are available. For large area application,
one is forced to look for existing data from soil survey and existing climatological networks to derive
the required input. Other factors include the simplifying assumptions which models use to
represent the real world. For these reasons, model output should be used with other information
in making decisions. Although it is important to check the accuracy of model estimates and to aim
for the best possible correspondence between measured and estimated data, the primary concern
should be whether the model leads to the correct decision or to selecting the right policy rather than
whether it always gives a precise quantitative estimate. In addition, current models can be useful
as a learning tool in spite of their obvious limitations.
Some of the data limitations in the application of EPIC on the Canadian prairies related
to weather records. The number of stations available, as well as the period of record, was probably
inadequate for humidity, solar radiation and wind. Even for site-specific applications to precision
farming the lack of meteorological data which accurately represented the field was a limitation. This
could be a particularly serious problem for precipitation which can have a large spatial variation.
The use of the Thiessen polygon method to calculate areal averages may not have been optimum.
Other interpolation methods such as cokriging (Bogaert et al., 1995) might have been more
appropriate. Using the weather data generator which has been shown to generate unrealistic
extremes and fail to maintain the correlation between variables may contribute additional
uncertainty. More reliable yield data would have been useful to improve the crop parameter
estimation and provide for more extensive testing. The fact that the hydraulic properties of the soil
had to be estimated probably contributed to discrepancies. Other data problems relate to the
difficulty in standardizing the estimation of slope and slope length on a regional basis and assigning
the soils to the appropriate hydrologic group.
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The whole approach of this regional study on the Canadian prairies was innovative but
also controversial. It was a massive task to try to quantify the response of soils and landscapes
across the prairies to different weather and cropping systems. Some uncertainty has to be
introduced by the fact that the actual land use on individual soils and landscapes was not known
because only dominant and subdominant soils and landscapes were considered and it had to be
assumed that they were the soils being managed for the assumed range of crop production
systems. In fact it is possible that farmers would be very selective in the crop and management
system used for a specific soil and landscape. For these reasons it has been suggested that the
results should be presented as degradation classes rather than numerical values. The study used
all the simulation results to construct multiple regression equations relating soil erosion to soil and
management following what has been called the metamodel approach. This provided a simpler
approach for future environmental assessments of the impact of policy on soil degradation.
There is a requirement to extend the use of multi-processes models, particularly in
developing countries. This could be achieved by sponsoring members of interdisciplinary modelling
groups to present training sessions on selected models. This has been done with EPIC to facilitate
its application to selected problems in Canada. There is also a requirement for computer software
to read climate databases and generate input files for selected models. One can envisage a userfriendly interface which presented a range of model options for which input data files could be
created from climate archives.

5.6
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CHAPTER 6
THE CONTENT AND SCOPE OF DERIVED DATA/PRODUCTS NEEDED
FOR APPLICATIONS TO AGRICULTURE
(Byong-Lyol Lee)

6.1

INTRODUCTION

6.1.1

Recent technologies needed for agriculture

Since early 1990 diverse advanced technologies have emerged and applied to the fields
of agrometeorology to extend its use in agriculture. Dynamic simulation models for agroecosystem analysis and emerging technologies such as RS, GPS, etc. are typical examples of new
applications in agricultural ·sectors. They either require or produce a large amount of
agrometeorological information. Derived data/products, apart from standard weather observation,
have become more diverse whereas very simple indices were derived in the past.
Another distinctive approach in recent years has been a systems analysis to solve
environmental problems as well as food production at local and regional levels, employing GIS
technologies such as Decision-Making Support System and Expert System. The concept of
derived data/product from standard agrometeorological information, therefore, needs an extended
definition, taking into consideration currently evolving technologies and perspectives of
agrometeorological applications to agriculture.
Taking account of efficient communication with end-users will be also indispensable for
information dissemination. Internet technologies, particularly Web interfaces, are attracting
enormous support from almost every discipline. Affordable and convenient services for users have
brought bright prospects.
Therefore in the broad sense of derived products, network
communications related to agrometeorological information should also be considered as a part of
derived products.
6.1.2

Concept of derived data/products

New concepts for derived data/products for agricultural meteorological information should
include traditional ones as well as those from non-meteorological observations. Conventionally
most of the derived data are in a relatively simple format or calculated by very simple
equations/algorithms with empirical analyses. Currently derived data are primarily related to newly
emerging technologies, while derived products are more or less related to simulation models or
systems analysis. As applications to agriculture become diverse, the concept of derived
data/products also needs a new definition depending upon their levels of utilization and objectives.
Distinguishing these two categories can never be easy due to intrinsic ambiguity. In this
review, the derived data are assumed indicating relatively simple data either from nonmeteorological information or from standard meteorological elements including spatial interpolation
and temporal extrapolation, but with no direct links to agriculture. On the contrary, the derived
products are relatively' complicated inasmuch as more than one meteorological element is involved
and can be directly applicable to agriculture.
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6.1.3

Scope and content of derived data/products

Unfortunately, there have been few reviews regarding this subject yet, primarily because
it undergoes rapid expansion and changes its type. In addition, little effort has been made to
establish acceptable definitions for derived data/products in agrometeorological information so far.
Only a limited number of indices have been developed and used in agriculture up to the end of
1980: GOD, Effective Temperature, Warmth Index, NDVI, PET, Drought Index, etc. They are
mostly temperature- or water-based derived except NDVI which is derived from the reflectivity of
solar radiation from the land surface.
The scope of derived data/products can be extended into the following groups:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

processed data/products from standard meteorological observations;
processed data/products from non-standard observations (RS, GPS, RADAR);
output data/products from upper-level meteorological models;
spatially interpolated data/products: mesh climatic data;
temporally interpolated or extrapolated data, i.e. weather generator, harmonized,
ensemble data; and
scales.

Spatial resolution: micro-, local, meso-, regional, macro-meteorology.
Temporal resolution: real-time-based, historical data, forecasts (short-, mid-, long-range).
The content can vary from single to multiple element based according to the objectives
of their application in agriculture as follows:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

temperature-related: GOD, EAT, warmth index, DVS;
water-related: drought index, dew formation, water stress index;
radiation-related: NPP, NDVI, RVI, DVI, LST;
combined products: ET, Bowen ratio, Eddy correlation, biothermation;
systems analysis: dynamic models, decision-making support system, expert system, etc.;
and
communications: Internet/Intranet.

6.2

DERIVED OATA/PRODUCTS

6.2.1

Temperature-dependent data/products

6.2.1.1 Degree day
Degree day is a quantitative index demonstrated to reflect demand for energy to heat or
cool houses and offices. This index is derived from daily temperature observations at nearly 200
major weather stations in the contiguous states in the United States. The "heating year" during
which heating degree days are accumulated extends from 1 July 1 to 30 June and the "cooling
year" during which cooling degree data are accumulated extends from 1 January 1 to 31
December. A mean daily temperature (average of the daily maximum and minimum temperatures)
of 18oc is the base for both heating and cooling degree day computations.
Heating degree days are summations of negative differences between the mean daily
temperature and the 18°C base; cooling degree days are summations of positive differences from
the same base. Several changes were made in the computation of the heating and cooling degree
day accumulations to obtain better estimates with the historical degree days calculated on a
delayed basis at the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) in Asheville, NC.
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6.2.1.2 Growing degree days (GOD)

The rates of many plant developmental processes, and hence the timing of phenological
stages, are strongly temperature-dependent. If under a particular set of conditions a particular
developmental stage takes t days, the corresponding rate of development (kd) is 1/t; this implies
that the time taken to complete the developmental stage is inversely proportional to kd. This rate
of development is usually a strong function of temperature so that in a constant environment:
1/t

=kd =f(T)

In practice it is often found that, between a threshold temperature for development to
occur (T1) and an optimum temperature (T0 ), the rate of development is approximately linearly
related to temperature so that between these temperatures kd =a (T-T1); for T1 T < T0 • 1t follows
that the value of the temperature sum (T-T1) that is required to complete the developmental stage
being considered is equal to 1/a. Under fluctuating temperature conditions:

Calculation of this integral requires knowledge of the relationship between temperature
and time. For convenience the temperature sum (given the symbol D and measured in daydegrees) is often obtained by summing for each day the daily mean temperature (T m) according
to:

Estimates of the appropriate threshold or base temperature can be obtained in two main
ways. Where studies can be made in controlled environments at a constant temperature, it is
possible to plot the rate of development against temperature and T1 is given by the intercept on the
x-axis. Where temperatures are fluctuating, as in the field, it is necessary to calculate D with
different thresholds and determine which gives the best linear fit to the equation.
6.2.1.3 Extensions of thermal time

The concept of thermal time as a replacement of chronological time has been in use for
phenological studies for over 200 years (Wang, 1960). Although the simple formula is adequate
for most purposes, non-linearity in the temperature responses and interaction with other
environmental factors have been incorporated in a number of more sophisticated equations. For
example, polynomial or other functions ofT can be substituted for the linear form.
6.2.1.4 Effective day-degrees

Inclusion of other environmental variables enables one to describe development where
temperature is not the only environmental variable affecting the process. A particularly useful
approach is the definition of what have been called effective day-degrees (Deff) (Scaife et al., 1987)
to include the effects of radiation and temperature. In this approach D is replaced by Deth defined
by:

Where b is a constant describing the relative importance of irradiance (I) and temperature. Where
b is zero, Deff becomes equal to conventional day-degrees.
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A corn growing degree day (GOD) is an index used to express crop maturity. The index
is computed by subtracting a base temperature of 1ooc from the average of the maximum and
minimum temperatures for the day. Minimum temperatures less than 1ooc are set to 10 and
maximum temperatures greater than 30°C are set to 30. These substitutions indicate that no
appreciable growth is detected with temperatures lower than 10 or greater than 30. (http://nic.fb4.
noaa.gov/products/analysis_monitoring/cdus/degree_days)

6.2.1.5 Biothermation
As a modified GDD, Lee (1989) proposed the concept of 'biothermation', biologically
meaningful temperature integration considering day length in order to reflect the non-linear
response of plants to daily temperature fluctuation. To introduce the effects of day length into
those by temperature on the developmental phase changes of crops, biothermation consists of
photo-thermation for day and nycto-thermation for night, respectively. Daily thermation can be an
integration of crop-specific response in a relative unit to air temperature in a day. Integration can
be made at arbitrarily selected. intervals by the developers, for instance every 30 minutes. Its
application to the prediction on the developmental stages of crops will be very much the same to
that of GOD. However, it can also be extended in its use to planrgrowth empirically, i.e. the above
ground biomass production, particularly under no water stress conditions.

6.2.2

Water-dependent derived datalproducts

Note from the Editor: All indices described in this item run using non-metric decimal units,
which is a serious drawback to be applied on a global scale. Results expressed in tables,
therefore, need to be adapted to the metric system.

6.2.2.1 Palmer drought severity index (PDSI)
In 1965 Palmer developed an index to "measure the departure of the moisture supply"
(Pal mer, 1965). Palmer based his index on the supply-and-demand concept of the water balance
equation, taking into account more than only the precipitation deficit at specific locations. The
objective of the PDSI, as this index is now called, is to provide a measurement of moisture
conditions that were 'standardized' so that comparisons using the index could be made between
locations and between months (Palmer, 1965).
The PDSI is a 'meteorological' drought index and responds to weather conditions that have
been abnormally dry or abnormally wet. When conditions change from dry to normal or wet, for
example, the drought measured by the PDSI ends without taking into account streamflow, lake and
reservoir levels, and other longer-term hydrologic impacts (Karl and Knight, 1985). The PDSI is
calculated based on precipitation and temperature data, as well as the local available water content
(AWC) of the soil. Complete descriptions of the equations can be found in the original study by
Palmer (1965) and in the more recent analysis by Alley (1984).
Palmer's index is no longer a meteorological index but has become a hydrological index
referred to as the Palmer hydrological drought index (PHD I) because it is based on moisture inflow
(precipitation), outflow and storage only, and does not take into account the long-term trend (Karl
and Knight, 1985). In 1989 a modified method to compute the PDSI was begun operationally
(Heddinghaus and Sabol,· 1991 ). This modified PO SI differs from the PDSI during transition periods
between dry and wet spells. Because of the similarities between these Pal mer indices, the terms
"Palmer index" and "Palmer drought index" have been used to describe general characteristics of
the indices.
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The Palmer index varies roughly between -6.0 and +6.0. Palmer arbitrarily selected the
classification scale of moisture conditions (Table 6.1) based on his original study areas in central
Iowa and western Kansas (Palmer 1965). Ideally, the Palmer Index is designed so that a -4.0 in
South Carolina has the same meaning in terms of the moisture departure from a climatological
normal as a -4.0 in Idaho (Alley 1984). The Palmer Index has typically been calculated on a
monthly basis. In addition, weekly Palmer index values (actually modified PDSI values) are
calculated during every growing season and are available in the Weekly Weather and Crop Bulletin.
Table 6.1

PDSI classifications for dry and wet periods
4.00 or more
4.00 to 3.99
2.00 to 2.99
1.00 to 1.99
0.50 to 0.99
0.49 to -0.49
-0.50 to -0.99
-1.00 to -1.99
-2.00 to -2.99
-3.00 to -3.99
-4.00 or less

etremely wet
very wet
moderately wet
slightly wet
incipient wet spell
near normal
incipient dry spell
mild drought
moderate drought
severe drought
extreme drought

There are considerable limitations when using the Palmer index and Alley (1984) and Karl
and Knight (1985) describe these in detail. Drawbacks of the Palmer index include: the values
quantifying the intensity of the drought and signaling the beginning and end of a drought or wet
spell were arbitrarily selected based on Palmer's study of central Iowa and western Kansas and
have little scientific meaning. The Palmer index is sensitive to the AWC of a soil type.
Several other researchers have presented additional limitations of the Palmer index.
McKee et al. (1995) suggested that the PDSI is designed for agriculture, but does not accurately
represent the hydrological impacts resulting from droughts of longer time scales. The Palmer index
is also applied within the United States and has little acceptance elsewhere (Kogan, 1995). One
explanation for this is provided by Smith et al. (1993) who suggested that it does not do well in
regions where there are extremes in the variability of rainfall or runoff. ( http://enso.unl.edu/ndmc/
enigma/indices.htm)

6.2.2.2 Crop moisture index (CMI)
The PDSI and CMI are indices of the relative dryness or wetness effecting water-sensitive
economies. The PDSI indicates the prolonged and abnormal moisture deficiency or excess. The
CMI gives the short-term or current status of purely agricultural drought or moisture surplus and
can change rapidly from week to week. Both indices indicate general conditions and not local
variations caused by isolated rain. The CMI can be used to measure the status of dryness or
wetness affecting warm season crops and field activities.
The CMI was developed from some of the moisture accounting procedures used in
computing the PDSI. This index is the sum of the ET anomaly (which is generally negative or
slightly positive) and the moisture excess (either zero or positive). Both terms are a function of the
previous week and a measure of the current week. The ET anomaly is weighted to make it
comparable in space and time. If the potential moisture demand exceeds available moisture
supplies, the CMI is negative. However, if moisture mee~s or exceeds demand the index is
positive. lt is necessary to use two separate legends because the resulting effects are different
when the moisture supply is improving than when it is deteriorating (Tables 6.3 and 6.4 ). The stage
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of crop development and soil type should be considered when using this index. In irrigated regions,
only departures from ordinary irrigation requirements are reflected.

Table 6.2

Columns of the weekly Pal mer drought and crop moisture data files
ST:
State (states are grouped in each file by NWS region)
CD:
Climate division (CD) number in the state
TMP:
Average weekly temperature (F) in the CD
PRCP:
Total weekly precipitation (in inches) in the CD
SOIL MOIST UPPR LAYR:
Soil moisture in the upper layer at the end of the week (water capacity is one
inch)
SOIL MOIST LOWR LAYR:
Soil moisture in the lower layer at the end of the week (water capacity in inches
is a function of the average soil type in the CD)
PCT FLD CPC END WEEK:
The percentage of field capacity of moisture in the soil at the end of the week.
This value is the ratio of the soil moisture in the upper and lower layers to the
available water capacity expressed in percentage terms
POTEVAP:
Potential evapotranspiration using Thornwaites method (based on temperature,
solar declination angle and division constants such as mean latitude)
RUN OFF:
Run off in inches at the end of the week
CROP MOIST INDEX:
Values indicate dry or wet conditions in the short term
CHNG FROM PREV WEEK:
The difference of the previous week's CMI from the current CMI (negative values
indicate a drying of the soil)
MONTH MOIST ANOML (Z) INDEX:
The monthly moisture anomaly (Z) index
PRELIM FINAL PALMER DROUTH INDEX:
Either a preliminary or a final Palmer drought severity index (PDSI). Values
indicate long-term conditions
-P-:
Preliminary. The listed PDSI could revert to a different value if the current
weather trend (dry or wet) reverses to an opposite trend before it becomes
established

-F-:
Final. A weather spell is established and the PDSI is final
PRCIP NEED TO END DROUTH:
The additional precipitation in inches needed for the given week and CD to bring
the PO SI up to a -.5 (the upper limit of a incipient drought). For any PDSI greater
than or equal to -.5, this parameter is left blank

6.2.2.3 Monthly moisture anomaly (Z) index
A parameter obtained from the calculations is the monthly moisture anomaly (Z) index,
which is the product of the moisture departure of the most recent four weeks and a climate
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weighting factor. This index can be used as an indicator of forest fire ignition. The classes of dry
and wet periods for the different index values are given in Table 6.5.
The following is a listing of the parameters in the files and their meanings. Temperature
and precipitation are data received from the field and the other parameters are results of the
Pal mer drought and crop moisture data calculations. The week number in the heading is the week
of the growing season where week one is the week with the first Wednesday in March. The
computations are re initiated each year for week one using the output of the February Pal mer data
run. All initial data are replaced with the historical data received from the National Climatic Data
Center in Asheville, when available, and then the calculations are rerun.

Table 6.3 CMI values when the index increased or did not change from the previous week
3.0 and above
2.0 to 2.99
1.0to1.99
0 to .99
0 to -.99
1.0 to -1.99
-2.0 to -2.99
-3.0 to -3.99
-4.0 and below

Excessively wet, some fields flooded
Too wet, some standing water
Prospects above normal, some fields too wet
Moisture adequate for present needs
Prospects improved but rain still needed
Some improvement but still too dry
Drought eased but still serious
Drought continues, rain urgently needed
Not enough rain, still extremely dry

Table 6.4 CMI values when the index decreased
3.0 and above
2.0 to 3.99
1.0 to 1.99
0 to .99
0 to -.99
-1.0 to -1.99
-2.0 to -2.99
-3.0 to -3.99
-4.0 and below

Some drying but still excessively wet
More dry weather needed, work delayed
Favourable, but still too wet in spots
Favourable for normal growth and fieldwork
Topsoil moisture short, germination slow
Abnormally dry, prospects deteriorating
Too dry, yield prospects reduced
Potential yields severely reduced by drought
Extremely dry, most crops ruined

Table 6.5 Z index values for dry and wet periods
3.5 and above
2.5 to 3.49
1.0 to 2.49
-1.24 to .99
-1.99 to -1.25
-2.74 to -2.0
-2.75 and below

Extreme wetness
Severe wetness
Mild to moderate wetness
Near normal
Mild to moderate drought
Severe drought
Extreme drought

(http://nic.fb4.noaa.gov/products/analysis_monitoring/cdus/palmer_droughtlwpdanote.txt)

6.2.2.4 Percentage of normal
The percentage of normal precipitation is one of the simplest measurements of rainfall for
a location. Analyses using the percentage of normal are very effective when used for a single
region or a single season. lt is also easily misunderstood and gives different indications of
conditions depending on the location and season. lt is calculated by dividing actual precipitation
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by normal precipitation- typically considered a 30-year mean and multiplying by 100%. This can
be calculated for a variety of time scales. Usually this time scale ranges from a single month to a
group of months representing a particular season, to an annual or water year. Normal precipitation
for a specific location is considered 100%.
One of the disadvantages of using the percentage of normal precipitation is that the mean,
or average, precipitation is often not the same as the median precipitation, which is the value
exceeded by 50% of the precipitation occurrences in a long-term climate record. The reason is that
precipitation on monthly or seasonal scales does not have a normal distribution. Use of the
percentage of normal comparison implies a normal distribution where the mean and median are
considered the same.
Because of the variety of precipitation records over time and location, there is no way to
determine the frequency of departures from normal. Therefore, the rarity of an occurring drought
is not known and cannot be compared with a different location. This makes it difficult to link a value
of a departure with a specific impact occurring as a result of the departure, inhibiting attempts to
mitigate the risks of drought based on the departures from normal and form a plan of response
(Willeke et al., 1994). (http://enso.unl.edu/ndmc/enigma/indices.htm)

6.2.2.5 Deciles
Arranging monthly precipitation data into deciles is another drought-monitoring technique.
it was developed by Gibbs and Maher (1967) to avoid some of the weaknesses within the
"percentage of normal" approach. The technique they developed divided the distribution of
occurrences over a long-term precipitation record into sections for each 10% of the distribution.
They called each of these categories a "decile."
The first decile is the rainfall amount not exceeded by the lowest 10% of precipitation
occurrences. The second decile is the precipitation amount not exceeded by the lowest 20% of
occurrences. These deciles continue until the rainfall amount identified by the tenth decile that is
the largest precipitation amount within the long-term record. By definition, the fifth decile is the
median, and it is the precipitation amount not exceeded by 50% of the occurrences over the period
of the record. The deciles are grouped into five classifications, which are shown in Table 6.6.

Table 6.6 Decile classifications for dry and wet periods
Deciles
Deciles
Deciles
Deciles
Deciles

1-2
3-4
5-6
7-8
9-1 0

lowest20%
next lowest 20 %
middle 20%
next highest 20%
highest 20%

much below normal
below normal
near normal
above normal
much above normal

The decile method was selected as the meteorological measurement of drought within the
Australian Drought Watch System because it is relatively simple to calculate and requires less data
and fewer assumptions than the PDSI (Smith et al., 1993). In this system farmers and ranchers
can request government assistance only if the drought is shown to be an event which occurs only
once in 20-25 years (deciles 1 and 2 over a 100-year record) and has lasted longer than 12 months
(White and O'Meagher, 1995). This uniformity in drought classifications, unlike a system based
on the percentage of normal precipitation, has assisted Australian authorities in determining
appropriate drought responses. One disadvantage of the decile system is that a long climatological
record is needed to calculate the deciles accurately.
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6.2.2.6 Standardized precipitation index (SPI)
The SPI is a relatively new drought index based only on precipitation. The SPI can be
used to monitor conditions on a variety of time scales. This temporal flexibility allows the SPI to
be useful in both short-term agricultural and long-term hydrological applications.
Understanding that a deficit of precipitation has different impacts on ground water,
reservoir storage, soil moisture, snowpack and streamflow led McKee et al. (1993) to develop the
SPI and was designed to quantify the precipitation deficit for multiple time scales. These time
scales reflect the impact of drought on the availability of the different water resources. Soil
moisture conditions respond to precipitation anomalies on a relatively short scale, while
groundwater, streamflow and reservoir storage reflect the longer-term precipitation anomalies. For
these reasons McKee et al. (1993) originally calculated the SPI for 3, 6, 12, 24, and 48 month time
scales.
The SPI is calculated by taking the difference of the precipitation from the mean for a
particular time scale and then dividing by the standard deviation. Because precipitation is not
normally distributed for time scales shorter than 12 months, an adjustment is made which allows
the SPI to become normally distributed. Thus the mean SPI for a time scale and a location are
zeros and the standard deviation is one. This is an advantage because the SPI is normalized so
those wetter and drier climates can be represented in the same way. In addition, wet periods can
also be monitored using the SPI.
McKee et al. (1993) used the classification system shown in Table 6.7 to define drought
intensities resulting from the SPI. McKee et al. (1993) also defined the criteria for a "drought event"
for any of the time scales. A drought event occurs any time when the SPI is continuously negative
and reaches an intensity where the SPI is -1.0 or less. The event ends when the SPI becomes
positive. Each drought event, therefore, has a duration defined by its beginning and end and an
intensity for each month that the event continues. The accumulated magnitude of drought can also
be measured. McKee et al. (1993) called this the drought magnitude (DM) and it is the positive
sum of the SPI for all the months within a drought event.
Table 6.7 SPI values
SPI Values

Drought Category

Time in Category

0 to -0.99
-1.0 to -1.49
-1.5 to -1.99
-2.0 or less

mild drought
moderate drought
severe drought
extreme drought

24%
9.2%
4.4%
2.3%

Table 6.7 also shows the percentage of time that the SPI is in each of the drought
categories based on an analysis of stations across Colorado (McKee et al., 1993). Because the
SPI is standardized, these percentages are expected from a normal distribution of the SPI. The
2.3% of SPI values within the 'extreme drought' category is a percentage that is typically expected
for an 'extreme' event (Wilhite, 1995). In contrast, the Palmer index reaches its 'extreme' category
more than 10% of the time across portions of the central Great Plains. This standardization allows
the SPI to determine the rarity of a current drought, as well as the probability of the precipitation
necessary to end the current drought (McKee et al., 1993).
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6.2.2.7 National rainfall index (RI)
The RI was developed to compare precipitation patterns and abnormalities on a
continental scale and was utilized by Gommes and Petrassi (1994) to characterize recent
precipitation patterns across Africa. lt is calculated for each country by taking a national annual
precipitation average weighted according to the long-term precipitation averages of all the individual
stations. The country-size scale is designed to correlate with other country-wide statistics,
especially agricultural production. The RI allows comparisons to be made between years and
between countries.
The strengths of the RI also reveal its limitations. Gommes and Petrassi (1994)
demonstrate that the RI is well correlated with national crop yields in Africa. This is helped by the
fact that the RI has a natural bias towards agriculture. Because it is weighted by annual rainfall,
those stations in wetter areas of a country have a greater influence on the RI than stations in
naturally drier areas. In many countries, especially in Africa, the wetter stations are also located
in more agriculturally productive regions. Thus if the purpose of the RI is to correlate rainfall with
yields on a country-scale, then the RI is useful. This may be less useful when looking at overall
drought conditions and the hydrological, environmental and societal impacts resulting from drought.
Several additional advantages make it a useful index when applied in Africa (Gommes and
Petrassi, 1994). First, the RI is independent of absolute amounts of rainfall that may be localized
and allows general comparisons to be made regarding an entire country. Secondly, because of
the long-term record, a frequency distribution of RI values is available which allows historical
comparisons to be made which are not possible with the percentage of normal. Finally, because
a national index results, if the record is not complete for an individual station, the RI can still be
calculated without that station. This permits a long-term record of the RI. For example, if there is
precipitation data for five stations in Cameroon that date back to 1900, the RI can be calculated
back to that point. If the number of stations climbs to 15 by 1960, the RI can still be calculated and
is adjusted according to the number of stations.
6.2.2.8 Dependable rains (OR)
Another rainfall monitoring approach that has been applied to the African continent by Le
Houerou et al. (1993) is the concept of DR. The researchers define dependable rains as the
amount of rainfall that occurs in four of every five years (statistically, not consecutively). They
recommend that plans for agricultural production be based on DR.
In Africa the relationship of the OR to the mean is not straightforward and reflects the
characteristics of annual precipitation across the continent. Near the Sahara, the OR is
approximately 40-50% of the annual mean, while in the 700-800mm precipitation zone, the OR is
about 80% of the mean. These precipitation characteristics illustrate why the percentage of normal
can be misleading in these locations and may not be useful. The DR could have an impact on
agricultural planning outside Africa as well, especially in more arid regions. (http://enso.unl.edu/
nd me/watch/watch. htm)
6.2.2.9 Surface water supply index (SWSI)
The SWSI was developed by Shafer and Dezman (1982) to complement the Palmer index
for moisture conditions across the state of Colorado. The Palmer index is basically a soil moisture
algorithm calibrated for relatively homogeneous regions but it is not designed for large
topographical variations across a region and it does not account for snow accumulation and
subsequent runoff. Shafer and Dezman designed the SWSI to be an indicator of surface water
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conditions and described the index as "mountain water dependent" in which mountain snowpack
is a major component.
The objective of the SWSI was to incorporate both hydrological and climatological features
into a single index value resembling the Palmer index for each major river basin in the state of
Colorado (Shafer and Dezman 1982). These values would be standardized to allow comparisons
between basins. Four inputs are required within the SWSI: snowpack, streamflow, precipitation,
and reservoir storage. Because it is dependent upon the season, the SWSI is computed with only
the snowpack, precipitation and reservoir storage in the winter. During the summer months
streamflow replaces snowpack as a component within the SWSI equation.
The procedure to determine the SWSI for a particular basin is as follows: monthly data are
collected and summed up for all the precipitation stations, reservoirs and snowpack/streamflow
measuring stations over the basin. Each summed component is normalized using a frequency
analysis gathered from a long-term dataset. The probability of non-exceedence -the probability
that subsequent sums of that component will not be greater than the current sum - is determined
for each component based on the frequency analysis. This allows comparisons of the probabilities
to be made between the components. Each component has a weight assigned to it depending on
its typical contribution to the surface water within that basin and these weighted components are
summed together to determine a SWSI value representing the entire basin. As with the Palmer
index, the SWSI is centered around zero and has a range between -4.2 and +4.2.
Several characteristics of the SWSI create limitations in its application. The discontinuance
of any station means that new stations need to be added to the system and new frequency
distributions need to be determined for that component. Additional changes in the water
management within a basin, such as flow diversions or new reservoirs, mean that the entire SWSI
algorithm for that basin needs to be redeveloped to account for changes in the weight of each
component. Thus it is difficult to maintain a homogeneous time series of the index (Heddinghaus
and Sabol, 1991 ). Extreme events also cause a problem if the events are beyond the historical
time series and the index will need to be reevaluated to include these events within the frequency
distribution of a basin component. (http://enso.unl.edu/ndmc/enigma/indices.htm)
6.2.2.10 Drought maps
Keetch-Byram drought index (KBDI) (1968): a soil/duff drought index that ranges from 0
(no drought) to 800 (extreme drought) and is based on a soil capacity of 8 inches of water. Factors
in the index are maximum daily temperature, daily precipitation, antecedent precipitation and
annual precipitation.

=

KBDI 0-200
Soil moisture and large class fuel moistures are high and do not contribute much to fire
intensity. Typical of spring dormant season following winter precipitation
KBDI 200-400
Typical of late spring, early growing season. Lower litter and duff layers are drying and
beginning to contribute to fire intensity
KBDI 400-600
Typical of late summer, early fall. Lower litter and duff layers actively contribute to fire
intensity and will burn actively
KBDI = 600-800
Often associated with more severe drought with increased wildfire occurrence. Intense,
deep burning fires with significant downwind spotting can be expected. Live fuels can also
be expected to burn actively at these levels.

=

=
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(http://www.fs.fed.us/land/wfas/welcome.htm)

6.2.3

Radiation-dependent derived data/products

6.2.3.1 Normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI)
NDVI is provided by earth resources satellites (of the NOAA series) and constitutes a
relative and semi-quantitative measure of the living green plant biomass. lt typically presents itself
as 'images' with a colour coding of the NDVI intensity, with low values corresponding to sparse or
no vegetation (ochre-brown-green) and high values indicate dense vegetation (red-pink-purple).
For different reasons, it is difficult to use NDVI directly to estimate crop yields. However, the index
is a crucial variable for monitoring and it is used in FAO methodology to interpolate yields.

6.2.3.2 Cold cloud duration (CCD)
CCD is an indicator based on meteorological satellites of the METEOSAT type. lt is a
measure of the duration, in hours, in which clouds were actually so cold (below -40°C) that the
likelihood that they produce rain is very high. CCD can be used for monitoring, as it serves as a
proxy for rain. However, its greatest potential is as an aid to estimate and map rainfall.
(http://www.fao.org/waicent/faoinfo/sustdev/Eidirect/AGROMET/inputs.htm)

6.2.3.3 Vegetation and temperature condition index (VT)
VT is a numerical index which changes from 0 to 100, characterizing changes in
vegetation conditions from extremely poor (0) to excellent (1 00). Fair conditions are coded by
green (50) which changes to brown and red when conditions deteriorate and to blue when they
improve. The VT reflects indirectly a combination of chlorophyll _and moisture content in the
vegetation and changes in thermal conditions at the surface. This new approach combines the
visible near infrared and thermal radiances in a numerical index characterizing vegetation health.
This approach is extremely useful in detecting and monitoring such complex and difficult-to-identify
phenomenon as drought. The VT values below 35 are used for identifying vegetation stress. lt is
very useful for early drought detection, assessing drought area coverage, duration and intensity
and for monitoring drought impact on vegetation and agricultural crops.
Monitoring vegetation health (condition), including drought detection and watch, is based
on radiance measurements in the visible (VIS), near infrared (NIR), and 10.3-11.3 m thermal {T)
bands (channels) of the advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR). These measurements
are processed to reduce long-term noise. The VIS and NIR values were converted to the
normalized difference vegetation index [NDVI=(NIR-VIS)/(NIR+VIS)] and the T to brightness
temperature (BT) using a look-up table. The NDVI and BT were filtered in order to eliminate high
frequency noise. They were also adjusted for a non-uniformity of the land surface due to climate
and ecosystem differences using multi-year NDVI and BT data. The NDVI and BT were converted
to the vegetation condition index (VC I), temperature condition index (TCI) and their combination
{VT). (http://orbit-net.nesdis.noaa.gov:80/vci/)

6.2.4

Combined data/products

6.2.4.1 Global climate maps
GCM are based on data for mean monthly values of temperature, precipitation and
cloudiness prepared in 1991 by R. Leemans and W. Cramer and published by the International
Institute for Applied Systems Analysis {IIASA). The IIASA data correspond to an imaginary 'net'
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covering the earth's surface with a mesh size of 0.5 degrees. This is equivalent to about 60 km
-an area of about 3,600 sq. km- at the equator.
Monthly climatic data for each cell in the net are provided by weather stations and consist
of an average, or 'normal', value of monthly climate elements. Using spatial extrapolation, a value
is computed for each cell based on the neighbouring station values.
FAO's Agrometeorology Group converted the IIASA tables into grids. Then using image
display and analysis (lOA) software, it assigned a colour code to the estimated value of each cell:
for instance, yellow for monthly rainfall below 95mm and green above. Applying this procedure to
all IIASA data, the Agrometeorology Group has produced a series of global climate images.
Rainfall:
Annual average rainfall total, monthly rainfall total
Temperature:
Annual average temperature, average monthly temperature
Sunshine Fraction:
Annual average sunshine fraction, average monthly sunshine fraction. This is the
percentage of time when bright sunshine is recorded during the day. lt is directly linked
to cloudiness, with full cloud cover being equal to 0% of the sunshine fraction.
Cloudiness:
Percentage sunshine hours of potential hours per month at the land surface.

6.2.4.2 FAO-derived products
Two products derived by the FAO Agrometeorology Group from the IIASA datasets are
a 'climate classification' according to Koppen and 'potential biomass' according to Lieth (1972).
(i)

Climate classification:

The most widely used system of climate classification is that of the German climatologist
Koppen (1936) -virtually all more recent classifications are refinements or variants of the 'Koppen
system'. The classification is based on monthly rainfall and temperatures, including the following
five inputs:
average monthly temperature of the warmest month;
average monthly temperature of the coldest month;
average thermal amplitude between the coldest and warmest months;
the number of months with temperature exceeding 1ooc; and
winter and summer rains.
The Koppen system assigns codes to the main climates: tropical (A), dry (B), temperate
(C), cold (D) and polar (E). Each of the main climate classes is divided into sub-classes based
mainly on the distribution of rainfall and temperature over the year.
(ii)

Biomass potential:

Potential biomass is the amount of plant biomass that can be accumulated in one year
under the assumption of ideal conditions prevailing for photosynthesis (i.e. absorption of solar
energy by plants and storage of the energy as plant material) using one of the earliest methods,
developed by H. Lieth and published in 1972. Although this approach is now largely superseded
by more complex approaches involving solar energy conversion efficiencies, Lieth's method is
interesting in that it clearly shows whether temperature - cold or warm - or water is the main
limiting factor. (http://www.fao.org/WAICENT/FAOINF ... DEV/Eidirect/climate/Eisptext.htm)
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6.2.4.3 Net primary productivity (NPP) and related climatic resources
The 'Chikogo model' of net primary productivity (NPP) of natural vegetation was developed
as an estimation method using climate data (Uchijima and Seine, 1985). NPP is the net creation
of organic matter by green plants and is utilized by humans and animals. Therefore, NPP has been
steadily studied by the plant ecologists, agronomists, forest scientists and others. Furthermore,
the fixation of carbon dioxide by vegetation on the earth is an important link in the biogeochemical
cycle of carbon, giving strong effects on C02 concentration in the atmosphere.

Grid cell climate data in Japan
Source data and citation:
A preparatory study for the production of the mesh climatic data file (precipitation).
Weather Service Bulletin, JMA, 52, 357-378, 1985 (in Japanese). (Okamura, T. et al.,
1989; Masatsuka, A., Shinoki, S. and Katsura, K., 1988)
Variables:
(1) average monthly surface temperature (JMA*)
(2) monthly average precipitation (JMA*)
(3) average monthly surface solar radiation (NIAES**)
* Japan Meteorological Agency
** National Institute of Agro-Environmental Sciences
Geographic references: latitude/longitude
Geographic coverage: Japan
Geographic sampling:
Originally 30 sec. (lat.) x 45 sec. (long.) cell values interpolated from station observations.
In this study compiled dataset of sampling of 5 min. (lat.) x 7.5 min. (long.) was used.

Distribution maps in Japan
Annual mean temperature, effective accumulated temperature, warmth index, coldness
index, annual evaporation, NPP. (http://ss.niaes.affrc.go.jp/pub/hseino/G7/clmres_e.html)

Mesh climatic values (MCV) of Korea
Monthly mean, maximum, minimum temperatures and monthly precipitation were
estimated using historical data with topogeographic consideration over the southern Korean
Peninsula with 1km spatial resolution. These mesh climatic values were converted into daily values
by employing the Harmonic Interpretation Method, which are essential elements for the
determination of various kinds agroclimatic index (KMA, 1992) (in Korean).

Agroclimatic index (ACI) in Korea
Vegetation period:
Crop growth period:
Rice growth period:
Innate dormancy period:

number of days
number of days
number of days
number of days
fruits).

above 5°C in daily mean temperature
above 1ooc in daily mean temperature
above 15°C in daily mean temperature
below
in daily mean temperature (temperate

re
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6.2.4.4 Evapotranspiration (ET)
Maximum evapotranspiration (ETM)
Maximum water loss under certain climatic conditions and under unlimited water
availability at the root system level. For practical purposes, the value of the 'potential
evapotranspiration' (PET) is then calculated. This is an adjustment to climatic conditions of the
average ETM values of cropped surfaces in an optimum development state and without any
physiological constraints. PET is a climatic variable, i.e. it is the 'water demand of the atmosphere',
often referred to as water 'requirement' of a conventional crop. Actual crops have different
requirements which are related to crop development - early stages require little water - and
weather conditions.
In order to estimate real crop water requirements, PET values must be corrected. This
correction brings us closer to the ETM values for the different crop development phases. In
practice PET values are tran~formed using a crop coefficient (Kc). Values of Kc higher than 1.0
(i.e. ETM>PET) mean well developed crops, while values of Kc lower than 1.0 (i.e. ETM<PET)
correspond to bare soils or a sparse crop.

Actual evapotranspiration (ETA)
The amount of water actually used by the crop excluding runoff.

Water satisfaction index (WSI)
The sum of dekadal water stress suffered by the crop at harvest time. Percentage of the
crop's water requirements that were actually met.

Crop specific soil water balance (CSSWB)
Very simple but physically sound soil water budgeting approach developed for operational
use. (http://www.fao.org/waicentlfaoinfo/sustdev/Eidirect!AGROMET/model.htm)

6.2.5

Data/products estimated

6.2.5.1 Land surface temperatures, wetness and snow cover using the special sensor
microwave imager to monitor
Satellite measurements offer a possible way to fill in the data voids and obtain a complete
map of surface temperature, surface wetness and snow cover over the entire globe. To
accomplish this, we identify numerous surface types and make dynamic adjustments for variations
in emissivity. Training data sets were used to define the relationship between the seven SSM/1
channels and the near surface temperature.
The spatial resolution is 1 for 0 all three products. The wetness product represents the
percentage of the radiating surface that is liquid water. Since this spectrum of microwave radiation
can penetrate vegetation, the radiating surface can be vegetation and/or the ground. Liquid water
can originate from recent rainfall, melting snow, ponding and/or flowing surface water and/or
irrigated fields.
Surface water does not necessarily equate to soil moisture since the signal does not
penetrate any appreciable depth below the surface. Ignore the wetness and snow cover anomalies
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over glacial ice (Greenland and Antarctica), since the microwave emission originating deep within
the ice pack can produce some unique (false) signatures.
The surface water depresses the emissivity and therefore dynamic adjustments are
necessary to derive the correct surface temperatures and this emissivity reduction provides the
signal for the surface wetness index. Multiple frequencies available on the SSMI instrument have
different responses to the liquid water on the land and this response across the microwave
spectrum indicates the percentage of the radiating surface that is water.

6.2.5.2 Derived products of the US Northeast Regional Climatic Center (NRCC) database
Solar radiation estimates
Hourly and daily estimates of solar radiation for any location and time period with hourly
surface observations. Estimates are made using the NRCC solar radiation model described in
NRCC Publication RR 93-4.

Evaporation estimates
Daily estimates of pan evaporation, PET and ETA from grass, deciduous trees or bare soil
for any location and time period with hourly surface observations. Estimates are made using the
NRCC evaporation/soil moisture model described in the NRCC Publication RR 94-1.

Soil moisture estimates
Daily estimates of soil moisture status for bare soil or a surface covered by grass or
deciduous trees for any location and time period with hourly surface observations. Estimates are
made using the NRCC evaporation/soil moisture model described in the NRCC Publication RR 94~
1.

Precipitation extremes summary
Summary of probability of extreme precipitation events ranging in duration from 5 minutes
to 10 days and return periods of 2-100 years. Available for any weather station with a long record
of daily precipitation data. Methodology is described in NRCC Publication RR93-5. (http://snow.cit.
cornell.edu/nrcc_database.html)

6.3

CONTENTS OF DERIVED PRODUCTS FOR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

6.3.1

Dynamic models (Jones, H., 1992)

Mathematical modelling provides a particularly powerful tool for the formulation of
hypotheses and the quantitative description of plant function. As modelling techniques are being
used increasingly in all areas of plant science, and because they are used widely, it is informative
to introduce mathematical modelling.
A mathematical model, therefore, can constitute a concise formulation of a hypothesis. As
such it can be readily used to generate testable predictions. The results of these tests can then
be used to refine, confirm or refute the initial hypothesis. Because biological systems are so
complex, one can readily achieve complete mathematical descriptions of their behaviour. lt is
necessary, therefore, to make simplifying assumptions about the system behaviour and concerning
the relevant components for inclusion in any study.
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This selection of variables is perhaps the most difficult task in the development of any
mathematical model. An equally important step, however, in the development of useful models is
their validation and testing. Agrometeorological information plays an essential role in developing
and using mathematical models for agricultural applications.

6.3.1.1 Types of model (Jones, H., 1992)
Mathematical models may be empirical, where no attempt is made to describe the
mechanisms involved and minimal information is used a priori in their development. Alternatively,
an attempt may be made to make the model mechanistic, using knowledge from previous work.
A mechanistic model usually attempts to explain a phenomenon at a more detailed level of
organization.
The choice of modelling approach depends on the particular research objective. Although
both types of model may be used for predictions, the mechanistic approach probably has greater
scope for generalized application and can lead to important advances in understanding. In the long
run it is also likely to provide the more accurate predictions of system behaviour under a wide
range of conditions.
In addition to being empirical or mechanistic, models may be either deterministic or
stochastic and dynamic or static. In deterministic models, the output is defined once the inputs are
known, while stochastic models incorporate an element of randomness as part of the model. Most
models in physiological ecology are deterministic, mainly because of their greater simplicity and
convenience, but some stochastic models have been used, for example, to simulate random
weather sequences, light penetration in canopies, the spread of pathogens or ovule fertilization.
Dynamic models include treatment of the time dependence of a process and are therefore
particularly appropriate for simulating processes such as plant growth and yield production that
integrate developmental and environmental changes over long periods. Many large-scale dynamic
ecosystem and crop simulation models have been developed.
These complex computer simulations, however, can rarely be tested in the sense that
physicists use the word because of the large number of variables and assumptions used in their
construction. They can, nevertheless, provide useful information on the sensitivity of crops or other
systems to environmental variables.
Static models, in contrast to dynamic models, are used for steady-state systems or for
simple descriptions of a result. For example, many of the transport models consider only the
steady state so can be regarded as static models, as can those yield models where the final yield
is predicted by means of a simple regression equation between yield and certain weather variates
during the season.

6.3.1.2 Models in agriculture
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Crop simulation models- growth, development, quality, disasters (physical, biological);
Nutrition dynamics model;
Soil erosion model;
Energy/water balance model; and
Soil-plant-atmospheric continuum model.
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6.3.2

GIS applications in agriculture

Any assessment systems in agriculture have demonstrated clearly the importance of
climate models that are subject to land surface characteristics such as moisture and energy fluxes.
The spatial variability of these fluxes changes widely depending upon the land surface
heterogeneity. Understanding the variation of land surface water and energy budgets at different
scales and interjecting such understanding into parameterization of the land process in coupled
land-atmospheric models has become essential in developing impact assessment systems in
agriculture.
The distribution of variable source areas in an agricultural region is determined by the
distribution of topography, soil attributes and configuration and condition of surface vegetation as
well as regional meteorology. Diverse simulation models are used to quantify target events from
the variable source areas.
GIS technology is commonly applied to derive high quality DEMand vegetation data from
visible, IR and microwave satellite imageries. With the availability of these data from satellite
remote sensing, particularly the up-to-date vegetation condition and its temporal variations, our
understanding of agroecosystem dynamics can be applied to real-time prediction of target events.
GIS has become an increasingly popular tool for resource inventory, management and
evaluation in agriculture. lt also has played an important role in developing expert systems in
various fields of agriculture as an essential technology for an integrated decision-making assistant
system (IDMAS).
(a)

Agricultural resource management:
- land management
- water resource management
- organic resource management.

(b)

Environment conservation:
- watershed management:
- surface soil management
- ground water quality monitoring
- precision farming
- phytoremediation.

(c)

Crop productivity:
- cropping system
- IPM, IVM.

(d)

Impact assessment:
- regional climate change
- global warming
- greenhouse gases
- air pollutants.

(e)

Meteorological models:
- mesoscale weather models
- typhoon forecast model
- aevere weather alert system.
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The heterogeneity of soil, landcover and topography specifies the distribution of land
surface water and energy budgets under the same meteorological conditions. The dynamic
processes generating these flux values and their spatial variability need to be understood.
Understanding the differences of the dynamics of surface budget processes under
different seasonal conditions is essential to the understanding of temporal and spatial variability
of the seasonal land surface water and energy budgets. The meteorological, hydrological,
vegetation and soil profile data required are generally hourly-based for initial inputs. Digital
elevation model (DEM) data are essential for every site at the desired grid resolutions.

6.3.3

Problems in GIS applications

GIS applications generally consist of various types of map data and attribute data. Map
data are mostly in a vector format, while attribute data are usually kept in a database format, such
as Oracle, lnformix, SyBase, SQL server, etc. Vector data are difficult to keep in the same
database system with attribute data because of their uniqueness.
In spite of its popularity, it has some drawbacks in its distribution to end users as a part
of expert systems. Together with the relatively high cost to purchase many copies of GIS systems
for end users, the release of system-specific data bases to end users may give us another question
in security, stability, consistency and accuracy of databases themselves. Furthermore, it will
demand enormous efforts from system developers and managers when the system needs
upgrades on either GIS or database.
The obstacles to the extended use of GIS technology in agriculture can be, at least
partially, removed by employing a client-server model with GUI capability. The newly emerging
way of information exchange via the network will be Web technology on the Internet/Intranet. The
web-oriented user interface can contribute to the remote operation of GIS applications, with which
users can communicate interactively using GUI through distributed computing systems.
An intrinsic problem in web interface development for GIS lies in the low transmits rate of
Internet at present. The success of information exchange via the Internet will rely on how these
technologies can be integrated in the most efficient way to enhance information transmission
between server and client. Depending upon the type and size of information considered, diverse
web technologies can be employed, though they are still under development/enhancement.

6.4

USER COMMUNICATIONS

The web functionality has progressed from simple document fetching to more interactive
applications as follows:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

fetching HTML or other formatted documents from fixed locations;
fetching documents from back-end systems, such as databases, using the CGI;
building interactive systems using HTML forms and CGI;
using Java script to increase GUI capabilities;
using Java applets to provide client side functionality; and
currently GU I capabilities combined with remote invocations.

6.4.1

Problems in CGI

The interactivity of HTML-based interface through the CGI enables the execution of
programmes on the server side, but unfortunately the CGI has a number of limitations and
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drawbacks. Writing a client as a sequence of HTML pages on URLs is an extremely tedious task.
Data transferred from client to server must be passed each time a new CGI call is received.
There are a number of performance bottlenecks in the CGI-based approach. Because of
an invocation, a complete HTML page is returned to the client side. These HTML documents
contain a much of repeated text and formatting data that remains unchanged since the last client
action. The amount of unchanged HTML often greatly outweighs the amount of actual data
produced by the application programme.
HTTP, the most popular protocol of the web protocol suite, is not very efficient. The major
performance bottleneck occurs because loading a single URL can create multiple connections and
the connection management creates a significant performance overhead. Furthermore, the CGI
will start a new operating system process each time an application processes a user input and any
server side state must be read from persistent storage or communicated from another process.

6.4.2

Database with Java

Java gives the developer some huge benefits for developing applications but it also has
some serious drawbacks. One of the drawbacks of Java is that it does not make developing GUI
applications easy. Java limits the user to predefined managers for laying components on the
screen. lt does enable developers to place components on exact positions within the window but
this defeats the purpose of programming for multiple platforms.
To solve the problems in database access in Java, Sun has introduced Java Database
Connectivity (JDBC). JDBC enables Java applications to connect to any database using various
drivers and a new set of Java API objects and methods. The JDBC provides various objects for
connecting to a database, executing SQL statements and executing stored procedures. JDBC also
provides various objects and methods for getting information about objects within the database.

6.4.3

CGI vs. JDBC

Until now, the only way to access a database through Java has been to use streams in
Java to call and access CGI programmes. Calling a CGI script from Java lets you call a separate
programme that accesses the database and returns results.
Using this approach is slow and allows more bugs to creep into your application.
Developing in two different development languages requires knowledge of two technologies. When
using JDBC you need to know only the Java language, whereas when you use CGI you must use
Java and another language. Another reason to use JDBC is that it is noticeably faster than the CGI
approach. Using CGI usually requires calling another programme which must be executed by the
computer. This requires multiple levels of processing, which in turn increases wait time as well as
enables more bugs to appear.
While calling a CGI script involves actually executing a new script, usually through a web
server, executing a JDBC statement against the database requires only some sort of server that
passes the SQL commands through to the database. This dramatically speeds up the time it takes
to execute SQL statements. Whereas the CGI script must actually connect to the database and
process the results, the JDBC solution lets the Java application have the connection to the
database so that the application can perform all of the processing.
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6.4.4

Servlet instead of CGI

An alternative way of CGI-based Web interface will be Java servlet as server side
interactive interfaces. Up until now, the Java story has largely been a client side story. JavaSoft
has introduced server technology that is written in 100% pure Javatm which is capable of being
extended dynamically by loading compiled Java code known as a servlet. While applets provide
a way of dynamically extending the functionality of client side browsers, servlets let you dynamically
extend the functionality of network servers.
Servlets are to servers what applets are to browsers. Servlet code can be downloaded
into a running server to extend its behaviour in order to provide new or temporary services to
network clients. Servlets provide a Java-based solution used to address the problems currently
associated with server side programming, including non-extensible scripting solutions, platformspecific APis and incomplete interfaces.
Servlets are objects that conform to a specific interface that can be plugged into a Javabased server. Servlets are to the server side what applets are to the client side - object bytecodes
that can be dynamically loaded off the net. They differ from applets in that they are faceless
objects (without graphics or a GUI component). They serve as platform independent, dynamically
loadable, pluggable helper bytecode objects on the server side that can be used to dynamically
extend server side functionality.
Using servlets to do dynamic content offers the following advantages: they are faster and
cleaner than CGI scripts and they provide all the advantages of Java (run on a variety of servers
without needing to be rewritten). There are many features of servlets that make them easy and
attractive to use. These include: (1) they can be loaded and invoked from a local disk or remotely
across the network; (2) they can be linked together, or chained, so that one servlet can call another
servlet, or several servlets in sequence; (3) they can be called dynamically from within HTML
pages, using server side include tags; and (4) they are secure- even when downloading across
the network, the servlet security model and servlet sandbox protects your system from unfriendly
behaviour.

6.4.5

Prospects of web: Java/CORBA

Web interfaces have been developed so far by using HTML, CGI, Java applet and ActiveX
technology, while databases have been accessed by using ADO, ADC, ODBC, JDBC, etc. Two
web interfaces, server and client side, offer the extended use of agricultural information
applications over distributed computing (Lee, B. L. et al., 1998).
There are two major object models used in distributed computing: Common Object
Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) and Java. They each introduce a different approach to
distributed computing. CORBA provides an infrastructure that enables invocations of operations
on objects located anywhere on a network as if they were local to the application using them. Java
introduces platform-independent, low-level code, which, when integrated with web protocols and
browsers, results in what are known as applets. In this approach, instead of invoking a method on
a remote object, the code for the class providing the method is transferred across the network, run
locally and the method is then invoked on a local object instance.
The Java programming language does not directly support the development of distributed
applications or systems. The only way to implement distributed applications that is directly
supported in Java is to use the network library classes in the package Java.net. These classes
provide an API for the handling of URLs and an API to UDPIIP and TCP/IP sockets.
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The Java language binding for OMG IDL provides an application programmer with
CORBA's high level distributed object paradigm: (a) interfaces defined independently of
implementations; (b) access to objects implemented in other programming languages; (c) access
to objects regardless of their location; (d) automatic code generation to deal with remote
invocations; and (e) access to standard CORBA services and facilities
An interactive web interface will be extensively used as a promising tool for bi-directional
communications in Agricultural Information Management Systems (AIMS). Java servlet and
CORBA technologies can supplement CGI and ODBC respectively. The combination of Java
applet/servlet and JDBC/ODBC/CORBA may be able to meet the demands of future agricultural
information applications.

6.4.6

Communications network
Case Study: APAN (Asia Pacific Advanced Network).

6.4.6.1 Introduction
The Internet started some 30 years ago. lt has been through the research and
development experimental phase, the research and development production phase and the
transition phase. lt is now in the commercialization phase.
Meanwhile, the second generation Internet networking has already started with various
experiments on gigabit test beds around the world in 1980s and 1990s. lt is now moving into the
research and development production phase. The examples in North America are the Next
Generation Internet (NGI) Initiative, vBNS, Internet 2 and CA*net 2. In Europe TEN-34 is being
widely used and various national high performance research networks have been deployed, e.g.
DFN in Germany, SuperJanet Ill in the UK and Renater 2 in France. In Asia various high speed
test beds have been developed among many countries and regions including Australia, China,
Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan and Thailand. The APAN consortium was formed in
1997 with the objective of interconnecting these national and regional test beds and advanced
networks to offer an experimental production network for research and development for the AsiaPacific region with global interconnectivity. APAN is to offer the advanced network environment
for the Asia-Pacific research community and a test bed to carry out research and development on
high performance networks at the same time.
APAN consists of various projects, each of which owns international circuits as APAN itself
does not yet own any international circuit. In this sense, APAN can be seen as a consortium of
research networks, each having its own mission.
In addition to the international circuits, APAN is establishing exchange points in Tokyo,
Seoul and Singapore initially. They handle both Layers 2 and 3 Internet network traffic with
appropriate gateways and servers. Additional servers are placed at the exchange points and other
places. APAN operates various areas, working groups and committees to manage its mission and
manages network operation centres and secretariats.

6.4.6.2 Network topology and exchange points
The initial APAN network topology consists of various inter-continental and intracontinental links. The links between the APAN exchange points in Tokyo (XP-Tokyo) and Seoul
(XP-Seoul) and Chicago (STAR TAP) form the APAN backbone with an additional inter-continental
link between Singapore and Chicago. Recently, Singapore's advanced research and education
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network (SINGAREN) has been elevated to an APAN exchange point in view of the SINGAREN
links between Singapore-STAR TAP (November 1997) and Singapore-Japan (February 1998).
APAN hubs called exchange points (XP) are being developed in Seoul and Tokyo for
packet exchange and other purposes. Its primary function is to exchange ATM cells through
permanent virtual path and circuit (PVP/PVC) with switched virtual circuit (SVC) to be supported
later. In addition XP exchanges lP packets and converts the lP packets and the ATM cells. XP
has various servers for network operations and applications. Examples are the routing server for
network operations and cache and MBone servers for network applications.
lt is planned to add more exchange points in South East Asia with appropriate intracontinental backbone links to serve more Asian countries efficiently. Other countries in Asia could
link to any of these exchange points as appropriate. lnteroperability with STAR TAP in Chicago
and other exchange points of different continents are very important to form globally interoperable
research networks. lt is expected that APAN's exchange points to be the continental exchange
points for Asia to peer with other continental exchange points in the Americas and Europe.
The APAN network operation consists of two levels. At the APAN level there are APAN
Network Operation Centres (NOCs) in Australia, Japan, Korea and Singapore to run its domestic
network or coordinate its domestic networks in the case of Japan. The NOC in Japan operates one
of its Trans-Pacific links jointly with TransPac, which is planned to be operated at Indiana University
in the USA. The NOC in Singapore runs the APAN-SG exchange point that presently links APAN
to USA STAR TAP (14Mbps) and to CA*net 2 and sustains a 2Mbps link to the APAN-JP XP. At
the APAN member network level, the APAN NOC coordinates the interworking of various APAN
member networks.

6.4.6.3 Remarks
The idea of APAN came up during the APEC Symposium in Tsukuba in March 1996.
Professor M. McRobbie of Indiana University (Australia National University at the time) and
Professor Kilnam Chon (KAIST, Korea) proposed the high performance research network for the
Asia-Pacific region with inter-continental links. During the evenings of the symposium, some
colleagues, many of who were from the Asia Pacific Networking Group (APNG) got together to
polish up the idea.
With a series of monthly meetings in the spring and summer of 1996, APAN was
proposed. The APAN consortium was formed in June 1996 with four founding member countries,
Australia, Japan, Korea and Singapore, and two liaison member countries, Canada and the USA.
APAN is one of the first serious regional collaboration efforts amongst the research community in
the Asia-Pacific region, unlike in Europe and North America where there has been collaboration
for some time.
Originally, the Asian backbone and the inter-continental links were planned for 45 Mbps
or more. Singapore's SINGAREN has made a good start with 14 Mbps upgrading to 45 Mbps in
three years. The APAN-JP TransPAC link is planned for 45 Mbps immediately and is expected to
be running within the next few months. Nevertheless, the Asian backbone has not yet been
realized due to a lack of traffic and funding and there is a need to develop the Asian backbone in
the subsequent phases instead. Many broad band applications cannot be realized in a number of
countries without access to the Asian backbone. Moreover, domestic infrastructures, i.e. domestic
high performance research networks, are not quite ready in many countries. Thus, it is being
forced to assist in developing the necessary domestic infrastructure at the same time.
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Industry participation is minimal initially and a special effort should be made to make the
APAN initiative attractive to industry, including the service industry and the manufacturing industry
as well as the public sectors. lt needs to come up with many attractive applications with intracontinental collaboration and/or inter-continental collaboration. (http://apan.net)

6.5
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CHAPTER 7
UNIFIED CLIMATE ACCESS NETWORK (UCAN): A CASE STUDY
BY THE US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, JOINT AGRICULTURAL WEATHER
FACILITY, NATURAL RESOURCES CONSERVATION SERVICE,
NATIONAL WATER AND CLIMATE CENTER
(RP. Motha)

7.1

INTRODUCTION

This case study is intended to supplement portions of WMO Publication No. 134, A Guide
to Agricultural Meteorological Practices, and WMO Publication No. 100, A Guide to Climatological
Practices. Significant advances in data collection, data transmission, database storage and
software processing technology allow users to review current data processing practices and
determine if these new technologies can be merged with their. existing operations.

7.2

CASE STUDY OBJECTIVES

This case study is designed to give users an opportunity to explore a live, end-to-end data
system accessible via the Internet. The following topics are covered in depth and many references
exist on the Internet should additional information be needed:
Defining a user community
Determining what climate elements are needed for your area
Learning about climate data networks
Data collection technologies
Data transmission technologies
Network integration
Data formats
Metadata requirements and standards
Data sources
Quality control
Data analysis standards and statistical techniques
Design specifications for UCAN software
Database design concepts
User interfaces.

7.3.

DEFINITION OF THE USER COMMUNITY

There is a great demand in the climate community and many government agencies for
rapid access to quality controlled climate datasets for natural resource management. With many
agencies increasingly relying on models to determine the appropriate management decisions, the
need for accurate climate datasets for model validation and verification has never been greater.
To meet these needs, a framework has been established to allow climate information
users to request information through a unified climate access network that automatically sends
requests for specific datasets and climatic products to a network of computer systems that maintain
the data archives for the requested product. Upon receipt of this request, an automated
information broker determines the required dataset(s) and processing programme(s) needed to
fulfil! the request and transfers the information back to the requester.
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The interface to the unified climate access network will be accomplished using World Wide
Web (WWW) browsers or command line or programme-level calls. Information will be returned as
data.files or as direct input to user programmes. A variety of file formats including ASCII, netCDF
and various application programme formats will be supported.
This approach is currently being developed by a consortium of federal, regional, and state
agencies in the United States and has been named the Unified Climate Access Network (UCAN).
These agencies have joined together to unify access and availability of climate data and
information as a resource tool for natural resource conservation, forest management, agricultural
productivity and risk assessment. This document describes this effort and will concentrate on
UCAN concepts, user interface, network data transport, and deliverable products. Many
documents are on-line and available from the following URL: http://www.srcc.lsu.edu/ucan.net/
UCAN.html.

7.4

CLIMATE ELEMENTS REQUIRED (WM0-134-2.1)

Basic data provided through UCAN were those needed to meet natural resource
management responsibilities for the United State Department of Agriculture. The basic data
elements fit into two of the four categories described in WM0-134 Section 3.2.1: (a) data relating
to the state of the atmospheric environment, and (b) data relating to the state of the soil
environment. The basic data elements include air temperature, precipitation, wind speed and
direction, evaporation, soil temperature and moisture, humidity, sunshine/radiation, atmospheric
pressure and air quality.

7.5

CLIMATE DATA NETWORKS (WM0-134-2.2.4)

7 .5.1

National weather service cooperative observer station network (COOP)

Most operational meteorological, climatological or agricultural services use climatic
information collected by other networks and owned by a variety of cooperators. Many are multipurpose and are designed to meet the specific needs of the operator and cooperators. Stations
within the network may be located at a variety of locations including experiment stations or
research institutes, agricultural colleges, national parks and key locations within river basins.
In the United States the National Weather Service operates a network of approximately
11,000 climate stations that observe several of the basic data elements mentioned above. The
COOP consists of the components shown in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1

National weather service cooperative climate network components

Data Element
Precipitation and Temperature
Temperature and precipitation
Precipitation only
Recording Precipitation
Fischer Porter
Universal
1st order- airport
Wind (direction and speed)
1st order and special
Evaporation stations (summer peak)
Soil temperature stations
Radiation stations (1st order mostly)

Stations

Total Number of Stations
7,800

6,000
1,800
2,874
2,200
400
274
500
300
283
248
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COOP data are transcribed to official Climatological Observation Forms and are mailed
monthly to the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) in Asheville, North Carolina. NCDC digitizes,
quality controls and archives the data.
7 .5.2

Other climatic data networks

As mentioned previously, climate data are collected by a wide variety of agencies in the
United States. Table 7.2 illustrates the federal agencies that collect climate information to meet
their mission requirements.
Table 7.2

Federal agencies that collect climate information

Agency
Natural Resources
Conservation
Service
US Forest Service
Bureau of Land
Management
US Geological
Survey
Corps of Engineers
US Bureau of
Reclamation

Name/
Number of Stations
SNOw TELemetry
(SNOTEL)/600

Location

Report Frequency

Western US

Daily/hourly

Remote automated
weather station
(RAWS)/600
1,500

Western US

6-hourly

Nationwide

6-hourly

-1,000
-500

Nationwide
Western

6-hourly
6-hourly/hourly

lt should be noted that many river commissions, states, counties and cities collect climate
information to meet their specific needs. Some of this information is made available to other users
through data sharing agreements, but in many cases the data are not available to the public. One
of UCAN's goals is to facilitate data sharing among all users who collect climate data through the
Internet. Once data sharing is a reality all users will have access to better spatial climate analysis.
7.6

DATA COLLECTION

7 .6.1

Data collection technologies

A wide variety of automated climate observation stations have been developed since the
publication of the WMO Guides. These stations use sensors with new electronic technologies and
can sample climate elements at a more frequent interval than the normal human observer. lt is not
unusual for automated climate stations to sample every minute and average or accumulate
observations over a 15 minute or 60 minute interval. The data collected are generally stored onsite with a microprocessor and transmitted on a schedule, or on an ad-hoc basis, in response to
current weather conditions. The WWW contains a vast amount of information from the government
and private sector that describes automated sensor technologies now available.
7.6.2

Data transmission technologies

Manual data transmission techniques are the basic options for a person to transmit climate
information once it has been collected. These techniques may be used effectively if funds are not
available to invest in an automated climate station:
Mail (postal service)
Telephone (voice)
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Touch-tone electronic entry
Internet.
Once data are collected, a mixture of old and new technologies allow data transmission.
Automated data exchange technologies are summarized as follows:
Telephone
Radio land-based line-of-sight repeaters
Geostationary orbiting environmental satellites (GOES)
Meteor-burst communications.
Each method has its own strengths and weaknesses and can be tailored to meet specific
mission requirements. The information collected by these networks can be integrated with UCAN
once data protocols have been established.
As mentioned in section 7.5.1, many agencies collect climate data. In many cases, the data
must be shared to order to ensure a representative spatial depiction of the climate for a specific
area. Each network has internal protocols to observe and database the information collected. lt
is the distribution of the information that requires significant coordination to ensure that stations are
correctly identified and the data properly associated with the station, as a condition to achieving
a correct network integration.

7.7

DATA FORMATS

There are a number of established formats and protocols to exchange data. They are the
subject of many WMO publications. For the UCAN Case Study we are focusing on two electronic
data formats, SHEF (Standard Hydrometeorological Exchange Format) and netCDF (Network
Common Data Form).

7.7.1

SHEF

SHEF is a documented set of rules for the coding of data in a form for both visual and
computer recognition. lt is designed specifically for real-time use and is not designed for historical
or archival data transfer. All the critical elements for identification of data are covered. Station
identifiers, parameter descriptors, time encoding conventions, unit and scale conventions and
comment fields are all part of the code.
SHEF was designed for interagency sharing of data, visual and machine readability, and
compatibility with anticipated receiving databases. The widespread implementation of SHEF allows
the same decoding software to process data from various agencies. New data sources can easily
be added as they become available. The visual nature of SHEF allows users quickly to become
familiar with it. SHEF fully qualifies the data so that receiving databases have all the necessary
information to describe the data.
SHEF has been adopted as a National Weather Service standard transmission format and
has also been accepted as an Office of Federal Coordinator for Meteorology (OFCM) standard for
hydromet data transmission. A complete document describing SHEF can be found on the WWW
at the following URL: http://hsp.nws.noaa.gov/hrl/shef/index.htm.

7.7.1.1 Basic formats- .A, .B, .E
There are three formats that make up SHEF. Through the use of parameter code
characters to identify the data, these three basic message formats have the flexibility to transmit
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a wide range of hydrometeorological information. The formats are as follows:
.A
.B
.E

single station, multiple parameter
multiple station, multiple parameter, header driven
single station, single parameter, evenly spaced time series.

The .A format is designed for the transmission of one or more hydrometeorological
parameters observed at various times for a single station. The .A format consists of positional
fields and the data string. The format can be used for stations that report several different types
of hydrometeorological data or report data with uneven time spacing. The .A format lines may be
continued, if required. A sample message is shown in Table 7.3 below:
Table 7.3 Example of an .A SHEF message
A typical hydrometeorological data report that looks like this:

STATION
ROSENDALE
SCHENECTADY

FLOOD
STAGE
18
223

PCPN
24HR
0.00
0.00

RIVER
STAGE

CURMXMN
TEMPS

MISSING

38 52 24
32 46 22

PRESENT
WX
OVCAST
OVCAST

The report would look like this in .A SHEF:
.A ROSN6 1201 ES DH0800/HO 18/PP 0./TA 38/TX 52/TN 24/XW 03
.A SCHN6 1201 ES DH0800/HO 223/PP 0./HG M/TA 32/TX 46/TN 22/XW 03
ROSN6 does not report river stage (HG)

routinely.

SCHN6 does routinely report river stage but, due to
gage failure, the report is missing.
Fully annotated SHEF .A message:
.A EGTM7 1120 C DH08/HG 5.75/QR 5.97/PP 2.15
.A
EGTM7
1120

- .A format message
- Edgerton, MO
- November 20 (year nearest current date assumed)
- Central local time (decoder determines daylight/standard)
c
DH08
- Hour 8 a.m.
HG 5.75 - Height, river 5.75 ft (instantaneous) (HG=HGIRZZZ)
QR 5.97 - Discharge, river 5,970 cfs (instantaneous) (QR=QRIRZZZ)
PP 2.15 -Precipitation, 24 hr ending at 8 a.m., 2.15 inches

The .8 format can be used for the transmission of one or more hydrometeorological
parameters from several stations for which many or all of the parameters are the same and are
observed at corresponding times. The .8 format consists of three basic parts: header, body and
terminator. The header consists of the positional fields and the parameter control string. The body
contains station identifiers and data with optional date/data •overrides. The terminator ends the
entire .8 format message. The format is useful for a routine morning roundup of precipitation and
river data for a group of stations.
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The .B header provides all pertinent date-time and parameter code information needed
to decode the data contained in the body of the message. The order of the parameter list is flexible
and can vary from message to message. The data values in the body are associated with the
order of the parameter codes supplied in the header line. Any parameter that can be reported in
the .A format can be reported in the .B format; however, if more than three stations are to be
transmitted routinely, the .B format should be more convenient. A typical .B message is shown in
Table 7.4. This example is a section of the routine daily hydrometeorological data message from
WSFO San Antonio which has a group of locations that report stage, precipitation and temperature
daily.

Table 7.4 Example of a .B SHEF message
This example is a section of the routine daily hydrometeorological data
message from WSFO San Antonio. WSFO San Antonio has a group of locations that
report stage, precipitation, and temperature daily.
.B SAT 850307 /HG/PP/TX/TN
3.2 I
0.00 I 65 I 57
DOWT2
LBRT2
M
I 0.03 I 65 I 56
0.06 I 62 I 56
3.8 I
EPPT2
3.7
FACT2
.END

FREE PORT
LK BRAUNIG
EAGLE PASS
FALLS CITY

Fully annotated SHEF .B message:
: FIRST DATA ROUNDUP FROM TOPEKA
.B TOP 1010 C DH08/HG/PP
: ID STAGEr PRECIPITATION, STATION NAME
MRYK1 2.75/.50
:MARYSVILLE, KS
NLSK1 10.3/.55
:NILES 1 KS
LVNK1 5.7/+
:LEAVENWORTH, KS
MTTK1 +I 2.. 7 5
:MANHATTAN I KS
.END
c
DH08
HG
pp
MRYK1 2.75/.50 NLSK1 10.3/.55 LVNK1 5.7/+
MTTK1 +/2.75
.END
.B
TOP
1010.

.B format message
Message source, Topeka, KS, WSFO
October 10 (year nearest current date assumed)
Central local time (decoder determines daylight/standard)
Hour 8 a.m.
Height, river (instantaneous)
PP precipitation, increment (24-hr amount)
Marysville, KS, stage 2.75 ft; 24-hr precipitation, .SO inch
Niles, KS, stage 10.3 ft; 24-hr precipitation, .SS inch
Leavenworth, KS, stage 5.7 ft; 24-hr precipitation missing
Manhatten, KS, stage missing; 24-hr precipitation,
2.75 inches
Normal termination of .B message

The .E format can be used for the transmission of several values of a single hydrometeorological parameter at an evenly spaced time interval for a single station. As shown in Figure
2-3, the .E format consists of positional fields and the data string. This format is useful in the
transmission of any evenly spaced time series of observational, processed or forecast data.
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The .E format is very similar in structure to the .A format except for two minor differences.
First, in order to avoid ambiguity, the .E format accommodates only one hydrometeorological
parameter while the .A format can handle several. Second, the .E format requires the explicit
specification of a time interval (incremental or decremental) between data values. A typical .E
message is shown in Table 7.5. A series of 6-hourly synoptic precipitation reports are presented
in this example. Since the time series is evenly spaced, the .E format is ideal.

Table 7.5 Example of an .E SHEF message
A series of 6-hourly synoptic precipitation reports are presented in this
example. since the time series is evenly spaced, the .E format is ideal.
.E
.E
.E
.E
.E
.E
.E

HDO
SJT
MFE
NQI
ALI
BRO
DLF

850306
850306
850306
850306
850306
850306
850306

DH18/PPQ/DIH6/M/M/0.06/0.03
DH18/PPQ/DIH6/0/0/0.06/0
DH18/PPQ/DIH6/0/0/0/0
DH18/PPQ/DIH6/0/0.04/0/0
DH18/PPQ/DIH6/0/0.07/M/0.06
DH18/PPQ/DIH6/0.17/0/0/0
DH18/PPQ/DIH6/0/0/0.02/0.02

Fully annotated SHEF .E message:
ROUTINE TRANSMISSION OF GOES DATA
.E KIDWl 1012 Z DH0300/HGIRG/DIH1/17.2/17.4/17.6/17.8/17.6/17.4
.E
KIDW1
1012

- .E format message
- Kid Valley, WA (GOES platform)
- October 12 (year nearest current date assumed)
z
- Zulu time (leaving out Z is equivalent to Z)
DH0300 - Hour time stamp of first data value 0300Z
HGIRG - Height, river (ft, instantaneous) GOES
DIH1.
- Time interval between observations, 1 hr
17.2
- 17.2 ft at 0300Z
17.4
- 17.4 ft at 0400Z
17.6
- 17.6 ft at 0500Z
17.8
- 17.8 ft at 0600Z
17.6
- 17.6 ft at 0700Z
17.4
- 17.4 ft at osooz

7.7.2

NetCDF (network common data form): its advantages and overview

NetCDF is an interface for array-oriented data access and a library that provides an
implementation of the interface. The netCDF library also defines a machine-independent format
for representing scientific data. Together the interface, library and format support the creation,
access and sharing of scientific data. The netCDF software was developed at the Unidata Program
Center in Boulder, Colorado. The freely available source can be obtained by anonymous FTP from
ftp://ftp.unidata.ucar.edu/pub/netcdf/ or from other mirror sites.
A wide variety of database choices face the climate user community. The increased use
of relational data bases to store significant amounts of data provide a tempting opportunity to create
a climate database that comes with a significant amount of database management software. These
data bases work well if you have a relatively small database, run the database in a central location
and do not plan to exchange large amounts of data on a regular basis. There is usually a licensing
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agreement attached to using a commercial database which can vary significantly based on the
computer platform running the database.
For the UCAN project, the climate databases would be very large (over one billion data
values), would be distributed among eight climate centres and would need to support rapid access
and exchange of data files between users throughout the US. lt was determined through prototype
testing that netCDF stored and retrieved time series information more efficiently than any other
relational database available. This, coupled with the freely available software tools and ease in
data exchange via the Internet, made netCDF a logical choice.
NetCDF is software for storing and retrieving scientific data. More than a data format, the
netCDF package is a set of programming interfaces that can be used with widely varying scientific
datasets and by machines of widely varying architecture.
Unidata's library of netCDF subroutines insulates applications from the underlying data
format. Multidimensional floati[lg-point, integer and character data can be stored and retrieved
using these functions. Data are accessed by specifying a netCDF file, a variable name and a
description of what part of the multidimensional data is to be accessed. Multidimensional data may
be accessed one point at a time, in cross-sections or all at once. Data is directly accessible,
permitting efficient access to small subsets of large datasets.
Variables and their associated dimensions are named. Information about the data, such
as what units are used and what the valid range of data values is, can be stored in attributes
associated with each variable. The processing history of a dataset can be stored with the data.
The netCDF format renders netCDF files machine independent. The netCDF package is
particularly useful at sites with a mix of computers connected by a network. Data stored on one
computer may be read directly from another without explicit conversion. The netCDF software has
been used successfully on a broad range of computers, from PCS to supercomputers. The
netCDF library can be invoked from C, C++, FORTRAN or perl. Data stored using programmes
in one language may be retrieved with programmes in another language.
Many groups and organizations have adopted netCDF for their scientific-data-access
needs. Numerous freely available, licensed and commercial packages for data analysis and
visualization can display and manipulate netCDF data.
Unidata's purpose in creating the netCDF library is to generalize access to scientific data
so that the methods used for storing and accessing data are independent of the computer
architecture and the applications being used. In addition, the library minimizes the fraction of
development effort devoted to dealing with data formats.
Standardized data access facilitates the sharing of data. Since the netCDF package is
quite general, a wide variety of analysis and display applications can use it. The netCDF library
is suitable, for example, for use with satellite images, surface observations, upper-air soundings
and grids. By using the netCDF package, researchers in one academic discipline can access and
use data generated in another discipline.
The Unidata netCDF package is available free of charge. Jt is also one component of a
suite of software tools that Unidata distributes to universities. With these additional tools
universities can capture data, store them in netCDF files and display and analyze them as desired.
The netCDF package contains C-language source code for the netCDF data-access library; source
code for the C++ and FORTRAN interfaces; documentation of the netCDF library and utilities; and
test programmes to verify the implementation.
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Unidata provides software revisions and upgrades to all its software tools, including the
netCDF package. The netCDF software and documentation may be obtained from the netCDF
WWW site at http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/packages/netcdf/.
7.8

METADATA DATABASE REQUIREMENTS AND STANDARDS

7 .8.1

Station metadata

Metadata consists of the descriptive information (observational practices, equipment, site
characteristics, location and elevation, etc.) which is needed for future use and interpretation.
Metadata are critical to the proper use of climate information. Metadata are as important as, and
in many cases more important than, the actual data. An accurate data value used in the wrong
place can do significant harm. This section describes the necessary elements required to create
a credible metadatabase.
A relational database is well suited to store metadata and will be used for UCAN. These
database systems provide the ability to build relationships between data elements that can optimize
a variety of search engines. Most PC-based databases use some form of relational or hierarchical
structure and are relative easy to design and maintain. They provide an exceptional environment
to metadata that describe individual stations or data networks. ROM Ss can be rather large due to
the number of database elements and keys required to store information and are generally not
designed for rapid access to long time series.
7.8.1.1 Metadata elements to include in the UCAN database
Station description data will describe currently active stations and provide the
information necessary to search for a particular station. The UCAN element names shown below
contain more information than may actually be necessary for your database. A full description can
be found at the following WWW location: http://www.srcc.lsu.edu/ucan.net/design_req.html#tab1.
UCAN element name:
UCAN_Station_ID, Data_Network_Code, Network_Station_ID, State_Code, HB%_Station_ID,
WMO_Station_ID, WBAN_Station_ID, Station_Name, Latitude, Longitude, Elevation,
County_Name, NCDC_Division_Number, Alternate_Station_Name, Preferred_Station_Name,
Best_Latitude, Range_Name, Hydrologic_Unit_ID,River_Basin_Name, Time_zone.
Station history data will detail the changes in the station over time. This includes, but
is not limited to, the location, naming and equipment.
station location changes (lat., Ion., elev.);
station name changes;
time of observation for each element and dates of any changes;
beginning and ending dates for each reported element and for:
- addition or removal of element or sensor;
for hourly precipitation stations, type of rain gauge;
- type of recording equipment and dates of changes; and
- observers' names and dates of service.
7.8.2

Database access

Defining the database availability and location(s) is an important decision that must be
made. Should access be unlimited, password protected or some combination of both? In many
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cases the most frequently accessed data can be placed in public areas for easy downloading. For
the UCAN project the following criteria apply:
the database will be available to all the RCCs and NRCS over the Internet;
the database will physically reside at RCCs, NCDC and NWCC;
the number of copies depends on the balance of the following factors:
- multiple copies will increase the availability;
- synchronizing many copies becomes complex; and
- the increasing cost of software.
As deployment progresses, this will be reevaluated.

7.8.3

Initial source of data

Manuscript: careful consideration should be given to the initial source of data for the
database. If the data are in manuscript form efforts should be made to ensure that the data are
keyed correctly into a format the database can ingest. lt should be noted that a relatively easy way
to ensure correct keying is to enter the data twice using two different key stations. The results from
the independent operations should be compared. If differences are found the data may be rekeyed
separately again until the differences are resolved. If differences remain the manuscript and key
results should be examined by a qualified technical person to make a final judgment.
Existing digital records: in many cases an existing metadatabase may be examined and
used to populate a new database. These databases should contain some documentation
describing the level of quality control applied. However, it is not unusual for this not to exist. lt is
therefore generally worth the effort to process selected metadata fields to determine if boundary
errors exist. As an example, latitude, longitude and elevation can be extracted and plotted using
some basic geographic information system (GIS) software. The results will generally 'pop-out' for
the user to correct. Other elements, such as the date, can be arrayed chronologically to ensure
that station records are temporally consistent.
UCAN example: the information on data available at each station will be generated from
the available data itself. The station description generated will be compared to the National
Climatic Data Center (NCDC) TD-9767 station history file. Discrepancies will be resolved using
methods mentioned previously and a merged central database will be created.

7 .8.4

Metadatabase maintenance: source of data concerning stations

Edits and changes made to the metadata at each climate centre will be added to the
database as needed. These changes will be coordinated with NCDC to synchronize with their
station history files. Information in the database will be updated daily and the databases will be
tested monthly to ensure consistency.
The primary data source will be the NCDC datasets. This data can be supplemented by
locally entered data but will match the form and substance of the NCDC data.

7.8.4.1 TD-3200 summary of the day, cooperative stations. TD-3210 summary of the day,
first order stations
This will be limited to the variables reported in the TD-3200. The full document can be
found at the following WWW location: http://www.srcc.lsu.edu/ucan.net/design_req.html#tab3.
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Table 7.6 Daily data elements
Var.
TMAX
TMIN
TOBS
PRCP
EVAP
MNPN
MXPN
SNOW
SNWD
WTEQ
WDMV
SNnn
SXnn
SOnn
DYSW

Long Name
Daily maximum temperature
Daily minimum temperature
Temperature at obs. time
Daily precipitation
Daily evaporation
Daily min. evap. temperature
Daily max. evap. temperature
Daily snowfall
Snow depth at obs. time
Water equivalent of snow depth
24-hour wind movement
Daily minimum soil temp.
Daily maximum soil temp.
Soil temperature at obs. time
Daily occurrence of weather

Source
3200
3200
3200
3200
3200
3200
3200
3200
3200
3200
3200
3200
3200
3200
3200

Units
DegF
DegF
DegF
.01 inches
.01 inches
DegF
DegF
0.1 inches
inches
0.1 inches
miles
DegF
DegF
DegF

Note

1
1
1

7.8.4.2 TD-3220 summary of the month, cooperative stations
The full document can be found at the following WWW location: http://www.srcc.lsu.edu/
ucan.netldesign_req.html#tab3.
Table 7.7 Monthly data elements
Var.
CLOD
HTDD
DP01
DP03
DP05
DPOH
DPOQ
DP10
DP25
DP50
DPNP
DPNT
DSNW
DTOO
DT15
DT30
DT32
DT60
DT?O
DT90
DX15
DX32
DX60
EMXP

Long Name
Monthly cooling degree days base 65
Monthly heating degree days base 65
Number days >= 0.1 inch precip.
Number days >= 3.0 mm precip.
Number days >= 0.5 inch precip.
Number days >= 0.01 inch precip.
Number days >= 0.25 inch precip.
Number days >= 1.0 Inch precip.
Number days>= 25.0 mm precip.
Number days >= 50.0 mm precip.
Departure from normal monthly precip.
Departure from normal monthly temp.
Number of days with snow depth >= 1 inch
Number days minimum temp. <= 0 degF
Number days minimum temp. <= 15 degC
Number days maximum temp. >= 30 degC
Number days minimum temp. <= 32 degF
Number days minimum temp. <= 60 degF
Number days maximum temp. >= 70 degF
Number days maximum temp. >= 90 degF
Number days maximum temp. <= 15 degC
Number days maximum temp.<= 32 degF
Number days maximum temp. <= 60 degF
Extreme max. daily precip. in the month

Source
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220

Units
DegF
DegF
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
.01 inch
DegF
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
.01 inch

Note
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EMXT
EMNT
MMNT
MMXT
MNTM
MMNP
MMXP
MXSD
TEVP
TPCP
TSNW
TWND
FRZD
MNnn
HNnn
LNnn
MOnn
HOnn
LOnn
MXnn
HXnn
LXnn

Extreme max. daily temp. for the month
Extreme min. daily temp. for the month
Monthly mean minimum temp.
Monthly mean maximum temp.
Monthly mean temperature
Monthly mean minimum temperature of
evaporation pan water
Monthly mean maximum temperature of
evaporation pan water
Maximum snow depth during the month
Total monthly evaporation
Total monthly precipitation
Total monthly snowfall
Total monthly wind movement
Freeze data: dates of occurrence
Monthly mean minimum soil temp.
Highest minimum soil temp. for the month
Lowest minimum soil temp. for the month
Monthly mean soil temp. at obs. time
Highest soil temp. for the month at obs. time
Lowest soil temp. for the month at obs. time
Monthly mean maximum soil temp.
Highest maximum soil temp. for the month
Lowest maximum soil temp. for the month

3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220

DegF, date
DegF, date
DegF
DegF
DegF
DegF

3220

DegF

3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220
3220

Inch, date
0.01 inch
0.01 inch
0.1 inch
Miles
Date
DegF
DegF
DegF
DegF
DegF
DegF
DegF
DegF
DegF

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

7.8.4.3 TD-3240 hourly precipitation
The full document can be found at the following WWW location: http://www.srcc.lsu.edu/
ucan.net/design_req.html#tab3.

Table 7.8 Hourly data elements
Var.
HPCP
DPCP

Long Name
Hourly precipitation
Daily summary of hourly precipitation

Source
3240
3240

Units
.01 inches
.01 inches

7.8.4.4 TD-96411961-90 monthly station normals from NCDC
The full document can be found at the following WWW location: http://www.srcc.lsu.edu/
ucan.net/design_req.html#tab4.

Table 7.9 Normal data elements
Duration
M

A
Data
30ME
30SD
30MD
21ME
21SD
21MD

Long Name
Monthly
Annual
Long Name
30 year mean (normal)
30 year standard deviation
30 year median
21 year mean
21 year standard deviation
21 year median
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11ME
1180
11MD
MMX
MMX YR
MMN
MMN YR
PPC10
PPC90
ADJ

7.9

11 year mean
11 year standard deviation
11 year median
Maximum monthly
Year of maximum monthly
Minimum monthly
Year of minimum monthly
Precipitation 1Oth percentile (PC only)
Precipitation 90th percentile (PC only)
Adjustment factor (TX and TN only)

QUALITY CONTROL {QC)

The Essence of Quality Control: "The assessment and improvement of imperfect
information, by making use of other imperfect information". Kelly T. Redmond.
Quality control is needed:
To ensure that the information with which we are working is actually the information we
think it is;
To maintain an audit trail on data for future needs;
lt is often important for legal considerations;
For the flagging of each datum;
Because bad data and information lead to incorrect decision inputs;
For operational needs, to detect problems that require immediate maintenance attention;
For some purposes, continuous data are required, even if estimated.
Quality control should be thought of as an end-to-end process which is integral to the
successful acquisition, temporary storage, permanent archival and subsequent retrieval, use and
interpretation of the data and information produced by a network.

7.9.1

Single station QC

A basic QC method is to perform a temporal retrospective analysis. This involves
examining a station's record to locate major discrepancies. These include internal consistency
errors such as a daily maximum temperature that is lower than the previous day's minimum. Other
errors include boundary errors such as negative precipitation amounts or extreme events (spikes,
abrupt changes, missing data, unchanging data, etc.) that might be miskeyed data or garbled
during transmission. This method is very fast and only requires a single station's data.
Since we cannot be sure of the correctness of either the data under examination or the
comparison data, the best that can be done is to reduce uncertainty by introducing spatial and
temporal consistency. However, great care must be taken that data which are unusual (and even
highly unusual), but correct, are allowed to pass through.
Examination of temporal properties of data from a single station (the data should at least
be self-consistent).

7.9.2

Multiple station QC

This method incorporates data from adjacent stations, generally from the same network.
lt is usually performed after a single station QC. lntercomparison of information from the same time
taken from other stations in the same network and from other stations in other networks. These
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stations do not necessarily need to be physically nearby, but their behaviour must have some
relationship in order for them to be useful.

7.9.3

Ensemble station QC

This method incorporates data from adjacent networks not necessarily limited to surface
stations. A relationship must be established between the networks to ensure that correct data are
not discarded. Upper air soundings can be especially useful in determining whether stations located
in mountainous areas are providing reasonable temperatures. This method is the most intensive
because it relies on another network's data quality to check your network. The quality control
techniques must be documented in order to ensure a consistent result. This careful and
comprehensive approach can be taken without the pressure of time constraints.

7.9.4

Data flagging

Many archive systems support data flags for each data element with each flag indicating
a quality for the data. Data flags are essential for those using the information, especially if a user
has no knowledge of the data network or characteristics of the data itself. The UCAN project
preserved all the NCDC flags and consortium member flags. lt also has the flexibility to include
other flagging systems as necessary.
The flagging system will allow the selection of a certain minimum level of QC. All values
that do not meet this criteria will be flagged as missing when selected. A good/bad flag will be set
to indicate the default quality of each data value. For NCDC data, this flag will depend upon NCDC
Flag 1 and Flag 2. Any values for a Flag 2 of '2' will be set to 'bad'. Values with a Flag 2 of '3' and
Flag 1 that is anything except 'E' will also be set to 'bad'. All other values will be marked as 'good'.

7.10.

DATA ANALYSIS

7.10.1

Data standards, rules and statistical techniques

For a complete document describing statistical techniques for analyzing climate
information please visit the following URL: http://www.srcc.lsu.edu/ucan.net!design_req.html#
statanal.

7.1 0.2

Statistical analysis/values

Analyses specified within this section must be a coordinated effort between the RCCs and
the NRCS. Software routines developed to analyze data must be standardized and shared.

7.10.3

General

WMO analysis techniques are documented in WM0-100 Chapter 5. The UCAN project
has reviewed these techniques and incorporated them into standard statistical analysis conventions
for developing software.
The data elements for this analysis will include PRCP, TMAX, TMIN and TAVG. Analysis
techniques will be archived at each change so that the analyses completed with a particular
technique can be reconstructed at any point. Field versions of software will be maintained at a
central location for testing or trouble shooting.
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7.10.3.1 Data rules for calculations

Statistical calculations will be based on the current 30-year normal period (1961-90)
except where specifically identified as different.
The 30 year normal can be estimated by 25 years of data measured during the 30-year
normal period and ending on the last day of the normal period. In the case of the 61-90 period the
last day would be 31 December 1990.
The 30-year normal can be estimated by 20 years of data measured during the 30-year
normal period and the station is active on the last day. In the case of the 61-90 period the last day
would be 31 December 1990. The analysis will not be performed for sites that have been rejected
by the RCC.
For monthly temperatures and those elements that have an occurrence each day (are
continuous), no more than eight days can be missing from the monthly record for a reliable
estimate of the value to be calculated.
For monthly precipitation and those elements that do not have an occurrence each day
(are not continuous), no more than five days can be missing from the monthly record for a reliable
estimate of the value to be calculated.
Annual values will be determined from the 12 monthly values with no missing months
allowed.
Stations selected for these analysis should not be limited to stations in the NCDC TO9641.
Effects of numerical truncation and machine precision must be considered in the
implementation.
7.1 0.3.2 Determination of central tendency and totals

Central tendencies will include means, medians, modes and the special case of means
known as NORMALS. Normals should correspond to those produced by NCDC for the CUM 81
publication or an estimate of NORMAL that is a calculation of a standard 30-year period average.
7.1 0.3.3 Accuracy of calculations

Temperature in 0.1 degrees F.
Precipitation in 0.01 inches.
7.1 0.3.4 Calculate the average values for each day

Calculations of daily normals will then use an 11-day moving window centered on the day
in question and not allowing more than 20% of missing values in the window.
Ensure consistency between mean monthly quantities calculated from smoothed daily
values and those calculated from unsmoothed daily values.
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7.1 0.3.5 Monthly totals
Calculation of totals, i.e. total monthly precipitation, will follow the rules identified in UCAN
rules for length of record.

7.1 0.3.6 Frequency distribution and probability
Frequency analysis will use the appropriate distribution for the element and site location.
The distribution for monthly average temperature, including the annual value, should be the
Pearson 11 I.
The distribution for monthly and annual total precipitation should be the censored gamma
distribution.
The calculation for the monthly and annual extreme daily temperatures will be a partial
duration series using the Pearson Ill distribution by ordering all the daily max/min temperatures for
a month and extracting the 'n' largest/smallest values that DO NOT occur within one day of a
greater/lesser value where n is the number of years of record.
The calculation for the monthly and annual extremes of daily precipitation will be an annual
duration series using the GEV (Generalized Extreme Value) distribution and making the adjustment
to convert annual duration values to partial duration values. Then multiplying the result by 1.13 to
obtain the 24 hour precipitation instead of the observation day amount.
An empirical analysis using an 11 day moving window centered on the day in question will
be used for all daily values with no more than 20% of missing values. 3.3.1.6. The distribution used
for the calculation will be identified by name. This is required metadata but not a part of the netCDF
file.

7.10.3.7 Minimum probability of exceedance value calculations
Many design applications require minimum probability of exceedance calculations. The
following probabilities have been selected for the UCAN project:
Probability % Chance of Exceedance
0.001(0.1%)
0.002(0.2%)
0.005(0.5%)
0.01 (1%)
0.02 (2%)
0.04 (4%)
0.05 (5%)
0.10(10%)
0.20 (20%)
0.30 (30%)
0.50 (50%)
0.70 (70%)
0.80 (80%)
0.90 (90%)
0.95 (95%)
0.99 (99%).
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The probability of exceedance calculated using the standard 30-year normal period will
populate the values in the probability table from .05 to .95. Probability of exceedance calculation
must identify the beginning and ending date for the calculation period and provide the correct
NRCS code for the period type. Exceedance probabilities will be calculated for all stations
represented in the TD-9641 (CUM 81) dataset. Additional stations from the TD-3200/321 0 will be
added if the data meets the basic record requirements.

7.1 0.3.8 Extremes
Extremes for TD-3220 (Summary of the Month);
Monthly extremes providing the high and low values for temperature and high values for
precipitation;
Extremes for TD-3200 (Summary of the Day);
Daily extremes providing the high and low values for temperature and high for
precipitation;
Extreme daily values for the month.

7.11

DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FOR SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION

This format should be used to document the existing programme code that is intended to
fulfil! a UCAN Phase 11 product. lt is intended to be used as a document that will assist a software
developer to adapt, modify or rewrite the code to fit into the framework of the UCAN ILU/CORBA
software environment. The most important portion of this effort is to document the programme
methodologies, special rules of calculation and optional parameters that are required for the
programme to be operated correctly. The Software Development Team will analyze the Software
Porting Documents submitted for all programmes and attempt to identify commonalities so that
programme sub-modules can be developed that provide consistency between UCAN programmes
and to shorten software development time.

7 .11.1

UCAN software design template

Programme Name or Description
UCAN Product this Programme is Intended to Satisfy
Include the section number from the UCAN Design, Phase 2, Version 7
Documentation Author
Date of Last Documentation Modification
Existing Source Code:
Programme Name
Author
Public Archive Location (URL)
Software Language
Prehistory
Functional Description
Required Datasets
Subroutine-Functions List
Ancillary Inputs
Control or Configuration Files
User Inputs
Command line inputs or prompted inputs
Sample Output
Attach a copy of output below
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Methodology :
Include programme psuedocode for algorithms, if appropriate
High-level programme code (instruction) to show the flow of data, logic flow, calculation
methods, special rules for excluding data, etc.
How should this programme change or be enhanced to meet the needs of the UCAN product that
this programme is expected to fulfill?

7.11.2

Initial list of UCAN rogrammes

Raw Daily Lister
Compact Daily Lister
Monthly Time Series
Degree Day Summary
Normals Lister
Generalized Climatology
Runs of Consecutive Days
Daily Normals
Daily Percentiles
TAPS- Temperature and Precipitation Summary
FROST- Last and first frost dates
GROWTH - Growing season length
Monthly/Annual Research Model Data.

7.11.3

Support and maintenance

The documentation of climatological analysis and display programmes submitted by the
UCAN Design Team forms the basis for a set of programme modules that will enable UCAN to
deliver climate data and climate data products to UCAN users. This document will set forth a listing
and description of those modules that have been identified as providing the functionality set forth
in the programme documentation effort. This document should be considered as a preliminary
effort that will evolve during its review by the UCAN Design Team (DT) and Software Development
Teams (SOT).
The initial tasks associated with UCAN support and maintenance are as follows:
Modules Common to All Programmes
Parse User Inputs
Extract Data From a NetCDF File
Load data into array structures
Generate a product header
Process RCC Data Flags
Unit Conversion Module.

7 .11.4

UCAN software programme library
The complete list of programmes are shown below:

Raw Daily Lister
Compact Daily Lister
Monthly Time Series
Degree Day Summary
Normals Lister
Generalized Climatology
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Runs of Consecutive Days
Daily Normals
Daily Percentiles
TAPS -Temperature and Precipitation Summary
FROST- Last and first frost dates
GROWTH- Growing season length
Monthly/Annual Research Model Data.

7.12

USER INTERFACE(S)

UCAN will support three basic interfaces: (1) "command line" through Telnet type software,
(2) "forms-based" through an Internet browser, and (3) a "graphical user interface" through an
Internet browser.
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CHAPTERS
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
(Raymond P. Motha and H. Hayhoe)

8.1

CONCLUSIONS

There have been rapid developments during the past decade in reliable operational data
management systems that utilize automated technology. This new technology in computerized data
collection and electronic communication offers a greater opportunity for improving data
management procedures and techniques. Effective agrometeorological database management
strategies and tools are essential to respond to the growing concerns of agricultural productivity,
natural resource sustainability and food security. However, all technological innovations and
expertise must be responsive to specific user needs in order to justify implementation. Further, it
is important to adopt cost-effective approaches to any application of data and products in
agricultural meteorology.
The modernization of data collection, processing, analysis, archiving and display has made
large quantities of environmental data available worldwide. Great strides in electronic technology
have created new opportunities for making data products available to the user community. The
increasing challenge is to manage these growing resources of data so that users can efficiently
extract the highest quality of information for their specific applications.
This report acknowledges a greater role of the Working Group on Agrometeorological Data
Management in identifying trends in new technologies for data products and services. The
emphases are on computer management systems for data analysis and information formulation
and for functionality of interactive automated networks to satisfy user needs at the regional level.
The multi-disciplined nature of the field of agricultural meteorology necessitates an integrated
approach to the requirements of the decision-maker. There is also a need for closer interaction with
other committees and working groups representing climatology, satellite technology and basic
services to ensure common standards and the efficient utilization of the data management
technology.

8.2

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Working Group makes the following recommendations.
(1)

A clear linkage of standardized formats in a modular conceptual structure of database
management programmes is needed. Future developments must include GIS technology
and user-friendly interactive guidance.

(2)

The development of techniques and services should be enhanced to make weather data
and products accessible on the Internet in near real-time.

(3)

A greater integration of remotely-sensed data in the management of agricultural weather
information should be encouraged. A strong complementary role of ground-based
observations with satellite-derived data offers a reliable tool for land management.
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(4)

The CAgM (Working Group on Agrometeorlogical Data Management), together with the
CBS (Working Group on Satellites), should monitor regularly the use of satellite
information for agrometeorological purposes. The monitoring should consist of two stages:
(a)

(b)

Distribution of standard questionnaires in order to:
- assess the accessibility to information by surveying the availability of the receiving
equipment and assessing the existing methods of data dissemination;
- assess the level of usuage of satellite information for various applications; and
- assess the level of data processing to obtain the values of different parameters.
The processing and analysis of responses in order to formulate proposals for the
further use of satellite information.

(5)

The group is requested to develop and regularly update the requirements for satellite
information in order to assess the extent to which the capabilities of the satellite systems
meet user requirements and to develop proposals to remedy the drawbacks.

{6)

Training in the field of the application of satellite information within the CAgM and CBS
·
should be strengthened.

(7)

Experience of the implementation of a demonstration project on the operation of a low cost
receiving station in the developing countries should be more widely disseminated and this
should be an ongoing role of this working group.

(8)

A feasibility study should be carried out to determine the economic benefit of a sufficient
grid of weather radars to provide quantitative estimates of precipitation compared with the
cost of installation of an automated weather station network of sufficient and manageable
density to collect adequate precipitation observations. Ways to improve the utilization of
radar-derived information in meteorology, such as regional precipitation estimation and
monitoring pest migration, should be explored.

(9)

The use of a standardized phenological scale for various crops to establish a history and
pattern recognition of the carefully structured data with respect to climate variations and
climate change scenarios should be encouraged.

(1 0)

Guidelines should be developed to maintain data quality for automated weather stations.

(11)

Agricultural meteorology applications should be included in future upgrades in CLICOM.
Future versions of CLICOM should incorporate the capability to import and archive
automated weather station data. The working group also recommends that Mrs Lea
Leskinen represent the group on the task force that is proposed to be established to
review future developments of CLICOM in the Commission for Climatology and that
CLICOM users should be encouraged to use current industry-standard spreadsheets or
data bases.

(12)

Operational agrometeorological models for which good documentation is available should
be supported for use in developing countries through training sessions. Techniques of
integration of satellite information of different resolution within a GIS framework using
these models should be developed.

(13)

The WMO Secretariat should explore the possibility of organizing on a WMO server a
reference subsystem on relevant topics reviewed above.

